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ABSTRACT

The effects of room temperature prior deformation on the precipitation

of a co-Ni based alloy (40% co, 38% Ni, l7l" cr, 5% Nb) were investigated.

The mechanical properties and mìcrostructures for I ight (5%), moderate

(30%), and heavy (60%) deformations were compared with the solution treated

condition. Aoing was carried out at 8000 c for times up to 150 hours.

Cold work results in deformation twinning of the matrix. The main precipi-

tate phase on aging is plate-shaped NirNb orttnrhombic. In general, deforma-

tion accelerates this precipitation with matrix-twin interfaces acting as

nucleation sites" Prior heavy deformation and aging results in partial

recrystallization of the matrix. The new recrystallizing grain boundaries

act as nuc'leation s.ites for discontinuous precipitation of NirNb orthorhombic

in the shape of distorted spheres. The space group symmetry for both particle

shapes was identified as Pma2. Improvements in tensile properties on aging

the solution treated condition were more significant than those observed

for deformed-aged conditions.
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CHAPTTR i I NTRODUCTI ON

Sunerallo.y is the terrn userl to describe an alloy majntaìrling high

strenqth and corrosion resistance in high temperature applicatjon. These

allo.ys have a base elenrent of nickel , chromium, cobalt, iron, or iron-

nickel. Sr'nce the first patented use of Co-Cr (20-33%) and Co-Cr tvpe

allo.ys b.y G. Tammanl in 1909, Co-base allo¡rs have become increasinoìy

ìnrportant'in superallo.y application. The pronert.v characteristics that

nlake Co-base allo-ys aiiractjve include excellent thermal fatigue resistance,

hiqh strenqth above 90CoF, re'lativel.y hjoh meltinq no'int, and good resist-

ance to hot envjronment of lead anC suìpirur compounds.2

The iila jor al lc'rjnq const jtuent of Co-base al'lo.ys has been I'li which

increases the strenqth and stabilizes an FCC matrix. Pure Cobalt is

al I otroni c j n nature, exi st'ing as an FCC structure at h'igh temnerature

an,l close-nacl<ed hexagonal at room temperature.3 The transformation is

nrartensitic rvith an ils temnerature of 4770C. Al lo.y adCìtion of 30% Ni

stabiljzes the FCC structure by lorverino the ¡ls temÞerature to belol.J room
a

temperature. ' Corrosion resjstance is provided b.y addition of chromium,

usurrlly in amounts of 15-22%.

ijuch vrorkS'6 '7 '8'9 '10'11 has been rione in the past decade jn nrec'ipi-

tation strenothen jnq these alloys lrith sr¡al ler additions (I-n%) of such

cjelrtltrl-s as Ti, l1o, Aì, and i'.1b. 0ne such alloy ,leveloped at the Unìversìty

of ''i;rni toha has the norninal cornnosi b jon of 40"i, co, 38% I'li , r7/" co, 5% Nb.

Tlte prrtci'lj tation and aqinq kineLìcs of thìs s.ystenl on the sol ution treated

conrJit'ion h.rs aì reaci.y been stucliecl.5 llowevcr, the effect of prior
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deforniation on aqjnq r+as not consjdered. It r'ras the intent of thís thesis

to stucl-v these effecùs on the nechanical properties and microstructure.

Such a stucl-v i s 'inrnortant i f thernro-nrechan'ical treatnrents are consìdered

as a rvay of ìnproving the pronerties of this alloy. It includes the three

phenomena of plastic deformat'ion, oreciojtation, recrystallization, and

their mutual influence on each other.

The snecifjc annroach taken was to stud,y the effects of liqht (5%),

moderate (3î:i), ancl heavy (60%) prior deforrnatjons on the mjcrostructure

anC mechanical prooert'ies in the pre and post aced conditions. X-ray and

el ectrcn nri o oscon.y techni oues r,Jere en¡pl o.ved to stuCy nrec'i o j tat j on and

recr.ysta'll ization beha'¡ior, v,,hile Vickers Dyr"arnid hardness ancl tensile

testino yras used tc stud.y chanqes in mechanical properties.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 PLASTIC DEFORMATION

2"t.L Dislocations and Mechanical Properties

p'lastic deformation of a metal at a temperature rvhich is low

relative to its melting point (.0.5 Tm) is called cold vrorking' The

energy expended during deformation mostly appears as heat, but a small

fraction is stored in the metal in the form of lattice defects (Fig. 1)'

These are point defects such as vacancies and i¡¿s¡5litiaì atoms' and line

defects called dislocations. The maiority of the strain energy is stored

in the latter. Dislocation densities are expressed in total length of dis-

location line per u.nit vo]ume of rnaterial. The de¡lsity increases progres-

sively with cold work from an injtial well annea'led value of L06cm-2 to

1011 - 10i3ct-2 with plastic strains of lo0%'

It has long been

is accompanied bY an

decreasing ductil itY.

mechanisms involving

i nteracti on.

estab'l ished12'13 thut increasing dis'location density

increasino strength and hardness of the metal and a

These property changes are due to work-hardening

djslocation generation, multiptìcation, and mutual

High strength materials can also be produced theoretically, by re-

ducing the dislocation densjty to zero' in which case all materia'ls would

have the theoretjcal strength= G/30:14 However this is only virtual]y

obtainable in nearly perfect s'inqle crystals ca'lled whirk."r.15 In reaì

materia'ls, unavoidable dislocations are introduced during solidification'

during thermal contraction on coolingn and as a result of phase transformation'
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Dislocations are actually fortunate, for they provide the property of

ductility needed for the fabriiation processes of engineering materials.

2.1.2 Dis'location Arrangement in the Annealed State

In the annealed state, metal cr.ystals typicaìly have a dislocation

density of about 106cm-2. The arranqement of these disìocations has been

revealed to be of two basic types: a) three dimensional networks catled

the Frank n.tr16 (Fig. 2); b) planar djslocation networks caìled ti'lt
and twist boundari.rlT'18 (rig. 3). From elementar-v dislocation theory,

it is known that a disìocation cannot end in a crystal. It must end at

the surface of the crystal, form a closed loop, or branch into other dis-

Iocatìons. The latter possibiìity leads to the formation of nodes, which

are points where three or more dislocatìons meet on the condition that

the sum of their Burgers vectors is zero. Such dislocations networks

form Frank nets vlhich are believed to have high thermal stability.

The formation of planar dislocation networks arises out of the

presence of an excess of dislocations of one siqn. Eclqe dislocations

give rise to formation of pure tilt boundaries, and screw dislocations

form twist boundaries. Both climb and cross slip are necessary for dis-

Iocations to arrange themselves in such configurations which are called

ìow angle boundaries. Reqions of the crystaì separated by such boundaries

differ in orientation by less than 50

The driving force for the formation of low angìe boundaries is the

reduction of strain energy. Long range internal stresses of the disloca-

tions are eliminated by their mutual interaction. llolever, short range

stress fieìds aìways remain.
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Solute atoms in a so]vent metal manifest their effect on dislocation

arrangements through the stacking fault energy of the metal. The addition

of solute atoms can'lower the stacking fauìt energy (SFE), resulting in a

tendency for a dis'location to dissociate into partial dislocations with

a faulted region in between. The strain energy of a dislocation is pro-
)

portional to b' through the generaì strain energ.y relation of:

E=aGb2

where a = 0.5 - 1.0, and G is the shear modulas. Accordinq to Frank's

rule, if bl, bZ, and b, are permissible Burgers vectors in a partÍcular

crystal lattice, a dislocation with the Burgers vectors bt will spìit up

into the dislocation b, and b, if b3? . bl7 * bz7. In FCC metals and alloys,

such dissociations can take pìace on the sìip plane {111} and the resultant

reaction is described as:

a/2 t1101 + a/6 t21U + a/6 lrzll
where 'a' is the lattice parameter.

The partial dislocations have components of the same sign and will

repeï each other, forminq a ribbon of stackinq fault between them, which

has a characteristic energy called the stacking fau'lt energy (ergs/cm2).

This energy orovides a force tending to pu'l1 the dislocation together.

Metaìs of high stacking fault energy will have vrhole dislocations, while

those of relatively low SFE (.30 ergs/cr2) tend to have extended disìocations.

The geometry of the Frank net associated with metals of'low SFE has

been described by l^lhelan2o und is shown in Figure 4. The partia'l dis'loca-

tions are constricted at nodal junctions whi'le extended a'long their free

'length. Partial dislocations by themselves cannot cross slip or climb.

They must be constricted to form a whole dislocation of some finite length

before these mechanisms of dislocation movement can operate. Therefore'
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Fig. 3 Subqrain tilt boundary formed by edge dislocat'ions, [120].

Fjq. 4 Geonretr.y of node

areas are stackinq fau1t,
formation in FCC materials of

1251"

low SFE. Shaded
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lowering the stacking fault energy by solute atoms hinders the f6¡¡¿¿ie¡

of low angle boundaries. This is an observation made in many aì1oy systems

(cu-Al )21'22, (cu-zn, Al , Ge, sn, or si)23, (Ag- Zn, or Al and Ni -co).24

2.t.3 Dislocation Arrangement in Polycr-vstals Deformed at Room Temperature

The plastic deformation of annealed metals and alloys causes an

increase in flow stress, and the phenomenon is called strain hardening.

It is the result of rapid dislocation multiplication and their interaction

with one another and with obstacles, such as precÍoitates, in the slio

planes. The dislocation arrangements are generally similar between materials

of different crystal structures, and depend mainly on one material variable,

the SFE.25

In materials that have SFE > 30 ergs /r2, the process of cross sìip

and climb are re'lative'ly easy. Inìtially, up to strains of approximately

10%, multiplication mechanisms result in formation of tangles of dislocations

which eventually lìnk up to form well defined cejl structure. The cell

interiors are relatively free from disìocations and the cell walls tend to

Iie along certain crystaìlographi. plun"s.26 The cell walls are called

tangles because of their jagged, twisted, and irregu'lar array nature.

Further deformation increases the density of dislocation and sharpness of

the cell wall, resulting in an irreguìar misorientation between the ceìls

of up to 5o.27 There is little tendency towards refinement of the ce'l'l

size with greater deformation. However cold rolling tends to elongate the

cells in the direction of rollins, often exhibiting a preferred orientation.

When the SFE

tion changes the

is less than 30 ergs/cm2, the process of extended disloca-

appearance of disìocation arrangement. There is little
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tendency to form cellular structure even at high strains. Cross slip is
inhibited, forcing dislocations to remain on their s'lip p'lanes, resulting

in pile ups at obstacles such as srain boundaries. At low strain, the

prominent features í.,^e bands of extended d'islocations (stacking fauìts )

and planar piìe up arrays. At high strain there is some tendency to form

a very ragged tangled cellular structure.26 !,lhen sojute atoms lower the

SFE of a metal, the extended dislocation structurre is promoted. Different

alloys of the same SFE have similar dislocation arrangements, independent

of the species of alìoyino e'lements. This has been summarized for Cu and

Ag al'loy by S*unn26 in Figure 5.

2.1.4 Deformation Twinninq

2.1.4.1 General Characteristics

Twinning and slip are modes of pjastic deformation and both result

in a net shear of the lattice. The basic difference in lattice transiation

between the trvo is íllustrated in Fiqure 6. In slip, deformation occurs

on relativeìy few discreet lattice pianes for a given volume. It has a

two dimensional character, and rvithin a volume the majority of atoms re-

main fixed with respect to each other. In deformation twinning, the total

shear is uniformly distributed throughout the volume by a co-operative

movement of atoms in which individual atoms move a fraction of the inter-

atomic spacing reìative to each other. The resulting lattice of twin

volume is a mimor image of the parent lattice across the plane separating

the two. This symmetry plane, usually of low indices is cal'led the

twinning plane and is illustrateC in Fiqure 7.
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distrjbution is described in the column on the right, 1261,

Cu-S¡c rCu-6¿

Fjg. 6 The difference between (a) s1ìp and (b) twjnnìng, [121].
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The process of twinning fs frequently a catastrophic event resulting

in a sharp load drop and serrated yieldinq in a tension test. The ìarge

energy release can sometimes result in an audible sound such as the "cry"

of tin in deformaticn. Twinninq is an important mode of deformation in

metals where possible slip systems are limited such as BCC and CPH crystal

structures.Ifacrystalisinanunfavourab]eorientationforslip,

twinning may occur to align the possib'!e slip systems more favourabìy.

In FCC metali, which have many sl'ip systems, tlinning is not considered

a dominant mode of deformation. It occurs only under a highly resoìved

shear stress of a rvork hardened state, which can be obtained at low tem-

peratures of deformation.28 it a'lso can be found to occur more readÍ1y

in metals and al'loys which possess a lorv SFE, in which case s'lip wou'ld be

inhibited. Venabl.r29 hu, plotted results for Cu alìoys which demonstrate

a tendency for a ìolerìng of twinning stress with decreasing SFE (Fiq. 8).

He argues that a transition occurs in trvinning betleen hiqh and lorv SFE

materia'ls, the latter twin profusel.y on a fine scale without noticable

load drop. He contends that twin nucleation is easier for ìow stacking

fault materials, where propagation of twins through forest dis'loca'uions

is difficult. l'lith high SFE, tr,rin nucleation is the critical step, giving

rise to the catastrophic ìoad drop and lü¿ers band growth in a tension test.

Also in this revie"29, Venables

orientation or temperature variation

Composition of the alloy is thought

in SFE.

concl udes that there

of the twin stress in

is littìe definite

FCC metals.

of variationto be important because
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Fig. 7 A tlinninq transformation, [121].
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2 .1.4 .? Trvi nni nq llechani sm for FCC lletal s

The characteristic stackino sequence of (ttt¡ rrlanes jn FCC

structure is:

ABCABCABC

The atonic arranoement of the atoms in a (111) plane is sholn in Figure 9

rvjth the atonlic Dositions of the planes immedjatel.y above and below indicated"

The stackjnq sequence of close-packed pìanes encounterinq a twin boundary

is q'iven by:

ABCABACBA

As rvjth sl ìp, deformation tlinn'inq takes nlace at stresses far beloul

the theoret'ical shear strenoth for a perfect cr.ystaì . i t fol I ovrs that

tv¡'inn'inq ptust occur by a continuous qrorvth of the trvinned material on an

at¡nric scale and not b'¡ the simultaneous movement of all atoirs'involved.

Slip occurs on {111} pìanes in.110> djrectjons and'is the result of

numerous rvhole dislocatjons Dassinq over few slip planes. The amount of

shear Ci sl pl acenrent for one di sl ocati on and shear di rection i s i I I ustrated

by vecior b, of Fiqure 9. Trvinníno, on the other hand, is the result of

homoqeneous shear anC is eouivalent io the 'lassaqe of partial djslocation

on successive nlanes. The shear dìsnlacement and direct'ion on each olane

ìs represented by the vector b, or b, in Fiqure 9. Dislocation models to

account for this shear in deformation tvrinn'inq can do so in one of tv¡o

l.,orr.3C These are the initiati'on of irlenti.ul portiul rjislocatìons'in every

lattic,.r nlane, as rlescribed by the homoqeneous t';¡in nucleatìon modeì, or

tirc nassaar.: ot a sinrole partj.rl dislocation moving fronr one nlane to the

nr:xt, as describecl b.y the poìe mechanism.
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The homoqeneous nucleatÍon of stable twin nuclei, although no appli-

cation of it to FCC metals could be found, is outlined here for the sake

of comp'leteness. It was first considered by Orowan,31 uuho concluded that

twin nuclei would arise at stress concentrators which could increase the

locally applied stress to the theoretical twinning stress. Studies on

7.inc32 concluded that the piìing up of slip dislocations against a suitable

obstacle was a sufficient stress concentrator. Acceptance of this rnodel

requires that one accepts the creation of partial dislocations out of a

perfect lattice. A stable nucleus could prooaoate by their motion, but

increasing thickness of the twin would require repetitive nucleation of

twinning dis'locations at the twin-matrix interface. Experimental verifi-

cation of this model has been found in several studi.r.33'34'35

The poìe mechanism.of deformation twinning can be app'lied to any

crysta'l structure and carries with it the concepts of SFE, partial dis-

location, and dislocation interaction. For FCC structures, stacking fault

areas are bounded by Shockley a/6 <2!!> type partiaìs. These areas can be

regarded as a layer of tlinned material, which, depending on the nature of

the fault, has the followinq sequence:

intrinsic fault A g CiÃ-C'lA B C

twin pt un"r/\r*rn layer

extrinsic fault At +9ttA Bc

twin p'l un"r/ \r*tn ìayer
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Tlrc poìe mechanisnr rnoclel requìres a partial (twjnninq) dislocation

to rotate about a oole dislocation rvhose screrv component is perpendicular

to the trvjn olane ancl the Burqers vector of rvhich is equal to the spacing

of these planes (a/3 . 11i >). In th'is wa.y, a sweeping trvin dislocation

can qenerate a stackinq fault on every pìane producing a fìna'l twin struc-

ture of fjnite thickness. By such a nlechanism, a tlin can be produced

very ou'icklv jn the absence of dìffus'ion and without the need of a separate

dislocatjon source on every successìve plane.

The first detailed mechanism usinq this

nretals, \,ras qìven b¡r Cottre'll ancl BilOy.36

concept, as aoplied to FCC

llolever, the_v cons'idered the

trvl'n tJislocation to oo no further than a sincrle revol ution forminq a

sinc'lr: la-ver of trvin, vrhich exnla'ined the non-observatjon of the thjck trvjns

at the tir,ne. l^Jith the unambiouous clemonstration of deformation twins in

FCC metals by Blervitt et a128, \,enab,l.r29 describecl a nod'ifjed version of

the orjajnal model, ma'intajninq the pole concelt. A detaìleC description

of this nrechan'isr¡ js not presented here but is obtainable from reference.

Tlie net result is a lens shailed tr,vin rvhose incoherent boundar"v is an array

of o j'led uo nartial dislocat'ions (Fig. 10). Grov.¡th of the tvrjn resu'lts

from a qlissile movement of the clislocation array.

2.2 PRECIPITATIOII HARDEIIIIIG

2.2.I Ceneral Concepts

Strennttreninr¡ of metal aì'ìoys by precr'pìt:tìon hardenìng has been

rlca li- ','ì1.h 
jn rìjany n,rbl jcationsa'7,38,39,40 anrl the princ.inles qoverninq

the nlrr:nonrena are nor', nui te vrel l establ i shed. The mai n crì teri a i s that

therc be a decreasincr soliC solubilìty of a second plráse vrith decreasing

temperature (fin. 11). The basìc steps are to form a soljd solution at
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Fig. 9 Slíp ìn FCC crystals, ll22l.
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Fig. 10 Twìnnìng dislocatjon arrangement at twin 'interface, [106].
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sonle hjgh teûlDerature, ouench to form a supersaturated soljrl soìution,

then by sujtable heat treatrnent or aqìno, cartse the excess solute to nre-

c'ipìtate out as a seconcl phase. ConseqLrent interaction of cliijc rlisloca-

t'ions r'rjth these precjpitates rrpon,ieforrratjorr lv'ill rrs'¡al'ly ìeaC to

strenqthenì nq of the material . The extr-.nt of th'is strenqtheninq i s

stronql¡z denendent on the precjpitate shane, n(lture (hard or soft), sìze,

and nature of interface rvith the matrix.

The latter Þrooert.y is used to classify the various staoes of pre-

cipitate fornation. A coherent'interface is characterize.i b.v contjnuìty

of atomjc nlanes through the interface (F'iq. 12). This only arises r,rhen

the aton'ic spacÍng of the matrix and Þarticìe crystaì structures are

cl ose'ly s'im'i I ar and the mi sf i i between the tvro can be acconloclateC by

elastic strains, usualìy of the matrjx. These strains are termed coher-

ency strains and are deoendent on ti,e degree of rnisfìt.

If the surface area of a coherent interface vrith a certain misfit

becomes 'larçre, the total strai n enerq,v mav be reclucei! by the j ntroduci j on

of structural dislocatjons l.yjnq in the jnterface. The area betleen the

dislocatjons remains fully coherent and the interface as a r.vhole is Ces-

cribed as quasi-coherent (Fic¡. 12b). In an incoherent ìnterface, the

structural ctislocations have become so closeìy spaceC toqether that they

cannot be considered separate defects (Fig. L2c).

The aginQ of a supersaturated solid solLrtion usualìy involves a

decompositjon in severa'l staç¡es or metaphases. A typicaì secluence js

the foliowincl: supersaturated solution + zones * jnternlecljate preci-

pi tate * eclui I i bri urn preci rri tate. The fornrati on of zones 'invol ves the

clusterjng of solute atoms into small agqreqates. These are compìetely
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coherent with the matrrix and as they form, the alloy usually becomes harder

due to coherency strains. If there is no atomic misfÍt, the shape of the

zones are spherical. 0therwise, they may take the form of plates, rods,

or cubes.

The intermediate precipitate may or may not involve a partial loss

in coherency. A fully coherent precipìtate Ís one in which aìl inter-

faces are coherent and the lattice structure of matrix and particle are

identical, if allowance is made for the difference in atomic spacing.4l

A partiaìly coherent precipitate has at least one interface with the

matrix coherent. Both types alwa.ys have a particuìar orientationaj re-

lationship with the matríx. The shape is governed by the relative values

of elastic constants, the degree of misfit, and the anisotropy of surface

energies. If the strain energy associated with the precipitate is smalì,

the shape is dìctated by the minimum surface area to volume ratio.

Genera'|ly, spheres are formed r¡rhere the atomic misfit is 3%, and discs when

the misfi t ¡s s%.42

The equilibrium precipitate is usual'ly incoherent; that is, none of

its interfaces with the matrix are coherent. The shape is governed onl.y

by the elastic s.train energy of the matrix. Nabarro 43 
showed that the

minìmum energy shape for a highly strained precipitate (hard matrix) is

a disc. This has a high surface area vo'lume ratio, and is unfavourable

from the point of view of surface energy. In a softer matrix, the actual

shape is an oblate spheroid, a compromise between the two opposinq factors.
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To account for the different stages of precipitation, it is necessary

to consider the driving force for the decompoiition of a supersaturated

alloy; that is, the negative free energy change. F,igure 11 is the phase

diagram of a typical precipitation hardenable alloy. The precipitation

of ß phase at temperature T2 constitutes a phase change. Gibbs44 showed

that üvo types of phase change exist: (a) spinodal (b) nucleation and

growth. The distinction between these types of phase transformations is

shown in Figure 1.3. Figurel3a is a hypothetical binary equilibrium dia-

gram in which two solid solutions of identical lattice structure are formed

on cooling. Figurel3b is the free energy composition curve for temperature

T1. For composition pure A to p and from q to pure B, the lowest free

energy state is that of a single solid solution. i'or composition between

p and q, the free energy is minimized by the co-existence of two phases

p and q. These are determined by the cornmon tangent touching the free

energy curve. The interaction of this tangent with a composition line

within p and q represents the lowest free energy state of the composition.

Consider an alloy of composition c1, with initial free energy F1,

decomposing into a mixture of p and q. If an early stage of the trans-

formation is represented by p'and q', the average free energy Ff is

lower than F1. This process can clearly continue with a progressive fall

in average free energy until the phases p and q exist. Such transfor-

mation in which there is a continuous'fall in free energy is called

spinodal transformation"
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If the alloy cornpositìon'is c. wjth free enerov Fr, â sjmilar de-

conrDosit'ion to n ancl q is favourable. l{or.rever, âfl crlfì\/ staqe jn the

transfornlation nj qht be p" anrl a" , \.i ì th .lr/crarte free enercV Fr' . lhi s

'is hiqher than F, and reoresents a free enerqv barr'ìer (activatjon r-:nerqy)

that must be o,¡erconre before transformation can nroceecl. Compositional

fluctuations in the nraterial must reach the value of o"' before the free

energy can be minjrnized. Thjs effect accounts for the conventjonal nuc-

leatìon and gror,rth behavior encountered'in most orecipitatinq systems.

The no'ints of jnflectjon (Y) in the free enerqy comDosition curve

divide the ranges in whjch the t'rro t_vpes of phase transforrnatjons occur.

The locus of these po'ints on the phase dìaç¡ram (Fig. 13a) ìs sho,rrn by a

sol id I ine. Betr¡reen the points, spinodal decomnosit'ion occurs, rvhìì e

areas outside the points represent nucleation anrl qror'rth transfcrnation.

If there are a number of different rvays for a nretastabl e al I o.v to

transform, the precinitation nath follor,ved is one of minimum activatjon

energ.y, rather than max jrnun chancls sf free enerqy. The format jon of the

equi ì i lrri um nreci pì tate reoresents the greatest chancre 'in f ree enerq.y.

However, the activation enerq.y to form a metastable nhase mioht be less.

If the work to form a ß nucleus is l^l ancl that of ß' is l,l', the condit'ion

for ß'to form in preference to ß is lJ' . tnJ (F'ig. 14). Aììoy systenrs in

rvh j ch such transformations are I i kel.y are those i n wh'ich the stabl e pre-

cipitate is ver-v unljke the nratrix in structure and composition so that

any form of coherency 'is not possi¡.le.45
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The activation enerq.y in the format.ion of a nucleus js the sutnnlation

of three energ'/ chancles :

r\F = -t,V + 
^S 

l-¡[

vlhere ¿V is the vol.¡me f ree enerq.y chanqe, AS ì s the surface f rÉ:e cn¡trrl./

change, and ¿E is the straìn enerqy assocjated r.¡ith prec'ip.itate fornlat'ion.

From F'igure 14a, it is imp'licit that the volume free enerq.y chanqe of the

equiìibrjum coherent precjpr'tate (nVU) wì1'l be sreater than that of the

coherent precipìtate (¡Ve ); that is, ("ß t r*', where r is the radius of

nucl eus ) . Hor.¡ever, nucl eati on of a coherent prec'i pi tate wì ì l i nvol ve a

smaller ôS term. Provjded th'is more than compensates for the smaller AV

term and larger ¡E term, ÂFß'will be less than nFu and a metastable co-

herent phase r^rì'l 1 resul t. Some general rul es i nvol vr'ng the forrnat'ion of

metastabl e phase are as fol I ov¡s t 
46

(1) As a supersaturation of the al1o.y decreases, the number of
'intermeclj ate stages decreases.

(2) The formation of a more stable product results'in the resolu-
tion of less stable phases formed in earlier stacles or insitu
transformation of unstable ohase to a more stable phase

Nucleatjon that occurs comp'letel.y at random in a systenl is termed

homogeneous. Every small volume element of the supersaturated state must

be structural l.y, chemica'l'ly, and energetical lv identical for homogeneous

nuc'leation. In real a'l'loy systems imperfections such as surfaces, gra'in

boundaries, dislocations, stackinq faults, and impurities exist and are

energetìcalìy favourable sites for nucleation. Such preferred nucleation

i s ternied i nhonrogeneous . Conrpl ete homoqeneous nucl eat'ion nonìta I ì y does

not occur in practìce but the concepts are the same in each.
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Th"e classical theory of nucleation was oriqinated by Voìmers and

l^lebe147 and ßecker ancl Dorinq4B, anc'l the bas i c concept j s as fol I orvs.

The fornlat jon of a nuc'leus, as nrentioned above, jnvolves the sunlmation of

three energ.y ternrs . The neqat j ve change i n vol unre f ree enerqy (¿V ) tends

to'induce the transformation, r^rhile the increase in surface energy (¡S)

and elastjc strain enerqy (¿E) tend to oppose'it. Initially the latter

trvo ternrs r:lomi ncrte such that :

AV<AS+^E

until a critical radjus of r. is attajneC (nig. 15). Aggreçates of solute

atons less than thjs size are termed embryos and are metastable, decom-

oosìng back into sol id sol ution. 0nce an embr.yo reaches the crjtical s'ize

by statistical fluctuat'ion, it is called a nucleus. Bevond th'is point:

AV>AS+^t

there is a fal I in free energ.v and transformation proceeds by -orowth. The

oreater the sunersaturation by lo'¡rerino the acing temnerature (fig. 15) or

increasino the solute content, the smaller the critical radjus. This results

in a finer precinitate d'ispersion and size.

2.2.2 Effects of Prestrain in Precinitation Characteristics

The formatjon of zones in a precipitation hardenable alloy faces

no effective nucleatìon barrier, and the orocess talles olace by competitjve

orovrth r.rte.43 Thjs rate is derrendent on the vacancy concentratjon and the

aclivatjon eneroy f r the nrioration of a vacanc.v solute aton paìr. Rapidly

qucnclted specirirens conta'in an excess concentration of v¿cancies vlhjch

decays avray on aqjnq. Cold v¡ork prior to aqjncl jncreases the vacancy con-

centration but also jntroclrlces dislocations vrhjch act as vacancy sìnks,
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'r"esultinq in a net increase in the rate of vacancy decay on aging. This

has no effect on the injtial rate of aging, but reduces the fìnal zone

.Size. Stowly cooled specimens frequently have onl.y temporary vaeancy

sinks such as vacancy clusters. In this case, ccld work redistributes

the vacancies, increasing the initia'l aginq rate" However, the increased

dislocation density, act'ing as sinks, ìmposes a limit on zone size. Cold

rrork can only effect the kinetics of zone formation, with no evidence that

dislocations act as preferred sites for nucieation of zones.

Nucleation of the intermediate precìpitate, however, 'is increased by cold

work prior to aging. This has been observed in many al1o.y systemss0'51 '52'53'54

Dislocations and dislocatìon debris (prismatic loops) produced by co]d work

may serve as nucleation sites or channels for more rapid diffusion of the

eJements participating in the aging reaction. The thermodynam'ic relation-

ships involved with orecipitation at dislocations was first described by

Cahn.Ss In general, the activation energy for precipitation is smaller at

a dislocation since the lattice misfit of the precipitate can be partly or

wholìy accomodated by the dislocation line. It has been recoqnized that a

given ddslocation does not offer an equal nucleation site for each of the

t'tidmanstatten habits of a particular coherent precipitate phase. As an

,empirical rule, it has been found that the habjts that nucleate are those

'ìn which the principal mìsfit of the phase is more nearly paralìel to the

Surgers vector of the dislocation.56 Increasing the dislocation density

by cold work increases the rate of heterogeneous nucleation and results in

a finer dispersion of precipitate particles.
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If the allo.y has a dilute composition, the increased djslocation

clensitv rvith co'ìd r,rork nra¡r be sufficjent to cause most of the solute atoms

to fornr atrlospheres. This wilI reduce the supersaturation of the nratrix

and the rate of nucleatjon. As an example, thjs phenomenon has been ob-

served by Sinqhal5T drrjng the formatìon of sigma ohase jnvolving Ti

atonrs in an austenitìc stainless steel. In thjs case, the ohase did not

form until recr.ystallization had reduced the dislocatjon density and

freed Ti atonrs for the aging process.

2.3 POST DEF(]RIIATI()i! ANNTALING

Re'turn'incl a deformeC metal to i ts nri or condi ti on of m'icrostructure

and mechanical oronertjes requires certajn nrocesses that must be thermally

acti vate,J i n ireat treatments cal I eC anneal ì ng. The phenomenon has been

extensiveì.-v studi..l58'59'60 and can be classed into six groups according to

the temperature ranges of heat treatment:

(i ) Lor.r ternoerature recovery

(2) Intermecl'ìate temnerature recover.y

(3) ll'igh -uemperature recovery

(4) Recrystal I ìzation

(5) Grain srorvth

(6) Secondar.y recr.ystallization

These ccrfl bê discussed under the more qeneral terms of recovery,

recrvstal I ization a¡rd qrain qrovrth. The formerinvol ves a redistribution

of strucl-ttral rlefecl:s, vrh'ile the latter two lead to a marked reduction of

such cltf'r:cts. There is assoc'iated a peak release in stored stra'in enerqy

due to cold worl<, durìnq recrystallizatìon and grain qrovrth.
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2.3.1 Recovery

In the recovery stage òf annealing, the physical and mechanical

properties that suffered changes as a result of co'ld work tend to recover

to their original v;lues. During low temperature recovery, elimination of

deformation induced point defects takes place by the recombination of

vacancies to dislocationr.6l This latter process can result in strain agiñg

of BCC materials, bV lockinq glide dislocations.

During the intermediate stage of recovery, dislocation cell wall

structures are thickened and the ragged nature is reduced. Dislocation

density is reduced through annihilation involving glide, cìimb, and cross

slip mechanisms. In high temoerature recovery, these same mechanisms

a'llow large scale dislocation rearrangements into 'low energy configurations.

This is called polygonization and results in the formation of tilt and

twist boundaries. The former is associated urith an initial excess of

positive edge dislocation in the s'lip planes of a bent crystaì (Fig. 16a).

l,lith thermal activation, the dislocations can lower their total strain

energy by alìgning into rows. General lattice curvature is removed

(Fig" 16b) and the cr-vsta'l segment between a pair of low angle tilt
boundaries approaches the state of a strain free crystal with flat un-

curved plun"r.62 These segments are called subgrains and usually have an

orientational difference of about Lo. Twist boundaries are simÍlar low

energy configuration for scre!,, dislocation. The final stage of polygoni-

zation is the coalescense of two or more sub-boundaries into one, increasing

the anq'le of rotation across the bounciary. The driving force is the pro-

gressive reduction of the boundary enerqy per dislocation in the boundary.
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In lorv SFE materìals, climb and cross sfip are inhibjted by the

extended rrature of the d'isl ocat'ion. Frequently recovery ì s suppressed

ancl recrystall jzatìon is the first major process to operate in annealing.63

The temperature at rvhich this takes place is lower than expected since no

rearranqenrent or reduction 'in dislocation density vrould provide a higher

driving force.

2.3.2 Recrystal I ization

Recrysta'llization is cleneral'ìy considered to be the result of

two processes: 1) forr¡atjon of recrystal I ization nucleì or qrains; 2)

gror^tth of these clrains into the defornred cr.ystal . The mechanisms of these

processes are fundamentallv different. i'{ucleation'involves the creation

of hich ang'le r¡isorientat'ion gra'in boundaries, whi'le grorvth js the m'igratÍon

of these boundaries into the unrecrystallized matrix transformìng it into

strain free. matrix.

14t¡ch j nformation concern'ing recrysta'l I j zation from over f ì fty years

of study can be summarizecl into seven Iu*,.,64

(1) A nljnimum deformation is necessary to initiate recrysiall'ization.

(2) The snraller the deonee of deformation, the h'igher the temperature
to ìn'itiate recrystall ization.

(3) Increasino the annealinq tiFre decreases the temperature re-
quìred for recr.ystall ization"

(4) The larqer the orioinal grain size, the oreater the amount of
deformatjon requi red to ni ve equì val ent recrystal I j zati on tem-
nerature and time.

(5) Final qrain s ize denends chiefly upon the deqree of deformation
and lesser unon the annealinq tenlnerature.
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(6) For a given degree of deformation, increasing the working tem-
perature results in a higher recrystallization temperature and
coarser grain sìze.

(7) Recrystallized grains do not grow into deformed grains of
ìdentical or lightìy deviating orientation.

Recrystallization kinetics show that a certain incubation period

exists before recrystallization becomes detectable (Fiq. 17). This is

due to nuclêation being a thermalty aètivated process. Higher temperatures

increase the probability of forming a nuc'leus, thus reducing the incubation

period or minimum deformation required to initiate nucleation. This mini-

mum deformation corresponds to an amount just canable of forming few

nuclei.

The rate at which a metal recrysta'llizes depends on the rate at which

nuclei form and the rate at which they grow. The recrystallized gl'ain

size depends upon the balance or ratio between nucleation and growth rates.

Assumìng that both are constant or represent some average value during an

isothermal recrystallization process, a hiqh ratio wiìl result in many

nuclei and a fine grain size. A low ratio means a slow nucleation rate

compared to the gror,rth rate resulting in a coarse grain size (Fig. 18).

Various mechanisms for nuc'leation of recrystallized grains have been

p"opor.d.65 Hourever, any one model must be consistent with the following

observati on, ,66

(a) Nuclei grains form in regions of large strain qradient. Pile ups
of disìocation behind an obstacle (qra'in boundar.y, inclusion,
and other dislocations) cause local curvature of the lattice and
act as sites for recrystallizinq nuclei. Generallv, local lattice
misorientation is a necessary and sufficient precondition for
nucleation in a cold worked metal "
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Fig. 17 Recr.ystallization kinetics for Al deformecl 50% and annealed at
35oo C, [64].
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Increasìng stra'in leads to laroer nrjsorjentation and nlore sites
for nucleation. Sonie nraterials exhibit defornlat'ion bands when
cold r,rorhed. These cc-ìn bê thought of as pseudo-orajn boundaries
created bv cleforrnat'ion jn an orjqinaì ìy strain free grain. They
are s'ites of very hi gh stra jn qradig,gts and as such are prefer-
rential sites for nuclei fornration.o/

For tv¡o phase a'l ì o.ys , a f ine d j spersì on of the second phase
jnhìbits nucleat'ion and grorvth, raising the recrystaìlizing
temperature. Coarse dispers'ion a'id nucleation rvjthout much
affecting orowth, tlrus lor¿rerinq the recrystaì I izinq temperature.

Three principaì models of nucleation satisf.v the above conditions and

the fol I or.r'inq i s a bri ef outl i ne of each.

(1) Classjcal nucleation was first proposed by Burke and Turnbull.68

Fluctuat'ions jn the nositions of a group of atoms vrill occasjonally by

chance qenerate a strajn free nuclerrs of neul orientation, suffic'ient'ly

I arqe such that the ''^el ease of strai n energy r.,r'iì I outvre j qh the surface

energ.l,, cf the matrix-nucl eus i nterface. The rnodel accounts for the exí s-

tence oí' substantial 'incubat jon perioCs. llovrever', sìnce lovr angle boundaries

viou'l C have I ovr i nterfaci al ener_q.y, nucl ei vr j th ori entati on not di f feri ng

too nuch from the matrir vrould be expected. The opoos'ite Ís, in fact,

observed; that ìs, recrystalljzeC grains of hjqh anqle boundarjes.

(2) A subarai n qror^rth r¡oclel was f i rst i ntroduced by Cahn69 wi th

latter nrorlificatìon bv cottrellT0 (riq. 1g). In reoions of hìgh strain

qrad jent or misorientatr'on, nol.yqonization js the first step to occur.

Those subaraìns vrhiclr by chance have a relativel.y hioh m'isorjentation

r^¡ill'initially qro¡r freel.y into their subboundaries. Grovrth slows down

vrhen the n'isorientat jon anDroaches a few rleqrees, and the sub-boundar¡r

djslocations bcqin bo lose their ìdent'ity. Sonlelhere near thìs ooint,

the !:oundary chanees fronr a svreeper uo of djslocatjons to a destroyer of

djslocat'ions, and chanqe in free enerqy across the boundary rìses sharply,

(b)

(c)
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again increasing the boundary mobility. It grows at a disproportionally

rapid rate compared to its neighbours. Finally it becomes recognized as

a nelv strain free crystal with an orientation distirctlydifferent from

its surrounding due to íts large boundary angle"

Alternately, Hu71 has shown that instead of sub-boundary migration

to form high angìe boundaries, subgrain coalescence takes pìace. His

no.k72 was with silicon iron crystals and has demonstrated that for certain

orientations, cold lvork form deformatjon bands with the large misorientation

between two bands divided into smaller steps of microband segments. These

segments are the first to polygonize and subsequent growth of the sub-

grains takes p'lace b-v coaìescence. This requires dislocation movement by

climb and glide, ar¡iay from a common subgrain boundary, and a rotation of

the lattice by gross volume diffusíon. The model is schematÍcal'ly shown in

Figure 20. Subgrains A, B, C, and D undergo coalescence by elimination of

their common sub-boundaries. As a result, the angle of misfit of the

connecting boundaries around the rotating subqrain becomes higher. If the

misfit across boundary is larger than some critical value, the boundary

has a high mobility and moves into the poìygonized matrix. Further co-

alescence takes pìace at the low anclle interface until a fu]l.y deveìoped

recrystallized qrain surrounded entirely by high angle boundaries is

formed. This period of time corresponds to the incubation period for re-

crystallization

(3) The third model of nucleation is strain induced boundary migration,

first introduced by Beck and SperryT3 und shown in Figure 21. A strain

free nuclei is formed when one of the existing qrain boundaries moves into

a nelqhbouring grain leaving a recrystallized region behind. There is a
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Fjg. 19 Nucleatìon by subgrain

popu'lated by djslocatíons (dots)

are the nrost I ì ke'ly to miorate,

Subgrain boundaries thickly
hÍgh m'isorientation anqle, and

qrov,rth.

have a

[66].

(o)

SUEGRÂfN STRUCTURE BEFORE NUCLEA-
Tr0fl.

(c)

FURTHER COALESCENCE OF SUEGRAINS
B AHD C.

[:jo. 20 Schematjc representation for
qrain fr.y the coalescence of subgrajns,

(dl

FORMATION OF À NUCLEUS WITH HIGH
ANGLE EOUNOARIES.

the fornration of a recrystallized

[67].

COALESCENCE
AND C AND D.

(b)

OF SUgGRAINS Ä ANO B,
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sharn cljscontinuity in djslocatjon densjtv across the "bulqjne" grain

boundary. The drjvinct force for this nrjqratjon is'lhe neçratjve. total

free enerc.y chantle due to the strain enerq-v release of d'islocatjon re-

movcll , vrhich nrore than comoensates the interface energ.y jncrease accom-

pan-vinq the qrain boundar.v bulqe.

The mjqration of high angle qrajn boundaries form strajn free crystal

volutne. The qrowth or miorat'ion rate is dependent on the volume free

enerq.\i Cifference across the boundary due to the densit.y of random dis-

location and su!:qrajn boundaries. l'ljqratjon is a thermalìy activated

process and an eielnentary concention of a grajn boundary ìn an energy-

rl'ist.rnce diaqranr is shovln in Fi oure 22.

The rrcbjìr't.y represents a pr'onerty of the qrain anC it js affected by

several factors. The amount of strain energy in the matrix decreases with

annealinq time due to recovery, and mobil jt.v w'ill depend on the rate of

recoverv. Exnerjnental factors are ternperature, ìmpurÍty concentration,

relative orientat'ion of tr^ro orains, and orientation of the boundary'itself.

These are cleal t ,¡r'i th i n a comrrl ex model bv S. tlofmann anrl F . Hu.r.n... 74

2.3.3 P.ecn,stallization of Two Phase Allovs

A special consideration of recr.ystallizatìon relevant to this

thesis is that involvinq tvro phase aìlo¡ls. In qeneral, solute atoms in

soliJ solution can influence recr-vstallization in the follo,¡¡'ino uluyrr75

(1) The sbackjno fault enerqy js lor.rereC, rrronlotinq extendeC dis-
Iocat'ion:. This lovrers the clrìv jnc force for recrystall ization
and clranr¡es the i nternal stress d.istri bution.
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(2) Segreoation of atoms to dislocations promotæ a retardation in
dislocation rearranqements and subsequent de'lay in the start of
recr.ysta'll ization. The activation energy for nucleation is in-
creased b.y an amount equivalent to the interaction between dis-
location and foreign atoms

(3) Segregation to grain boundaries reduces grain boundary mobility.

Recrystallization of supersaturated solutions may also occur simul-

taneously with precipitation and the two phenomena have a mutual influence.

This has been extensively surveyed by räster:76 The fot'lowing is a brief

consideration of the possible reactions.

Assuming a constant size of nuclei formation, the temperature dependence

for the start of recrystaìlization follor¡rs an Arrhenius type of equation:

t* = A exp Qr (N)

RT

where A is a constant containing the driving force for the reaction, entropy

term, and geometric factors; Q, (N) is the activation energy for the forma-

tion of a mobile reaction front; R is the gas constant; T is the absolute

temperature. Q. (lt) has the order of magnitude of the self-diffusion of

the soìvent atoms and decreases with increasing dislocation density (N).

The incubation period for orecipitation of a stabìe phase is given by:

t- = B exp Qo (c,T) + Q¿

PRT

where B is a factor containing an entropy term and geometric factors;

QO (c,T) is the activation energy for nucleation of the second phase;

Q¿ is the activation energ.y for diffusion of the solute. Qp (c,T) decreases

with increasing solute concentrates (c) and decreasinç¡ transformation tem-

perature (T). At low temperatures of transformation, QO (c,T) .. Qd.
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. Both these expressions and the effect of their mutual ìnfluence are

plotted schematically as a function of aging temperature in Figure 23.

Those factors which influence recrystallization effect the dfiving force.

Recrystal'lization that proceeds by the migration of high angte boundaries

through a matrix of random dislocations and subgrain walls is termed dis-

continuous. - The driving force (P) together with the grain boundary mobility

(l'l) determine the growth rate: d = M.P. The total dr:iving force is actua'lly

the sum of three component forces" the first of which is due to the elimi-

nation of random dislocations and subgrain boundaries by the recrystallizatìon

front. This can be expressed by:
o

PN = Gb' (No - Nr)

where G is the shear modu'las; b is the Burgers vector; Ns and N1 are the

dislocation densities in the deformed and recrvstallÍzed reoion, respective'ly

(Fiq. 24à1.

n reaction termed discontinuous precipitation can occur, in which pre-

cipitates formin the recr.ystallization front from a supersaturated solid

solution, or from metastable particle (FiS.24b). This sets up a second

driving fo...77 which can be expressed as:

-1rP.=û^gc+üogo

where agc is the difference in free energy of the supersaturated crystal

and new strain free crystal created by the front; 
^go 

is the Ínterfacial

energy associated with particìe formation. P* and P. can be additive, in

which case a discontinuous recrystallization and precipitation reaction

occurs. A deformed and supersaturated solid solution transforms to strain

free grains containing precipitates (Fig. 24c).
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Fig. 24, llz7l

a) Discontinuous recrystal I ization.
A grain boundary serves as reaction
front and reduces the dislocation
density from N1 to Ne.

c) Combined discontinuous reaction.
Both djslocation density Nr and con-

centration C, are reduced to No and

Co in the reaction front. The pre-
requisite for this is a supersatur-
ated defect solid solution.
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b) Discontinuous precjpitation. The

supersaturati on of di ssol ved atoms ( C r )

acts analooously to the dislocatjons as

a chemical force on the reactìon front.

d) Dispersed particles exertìng a re-
tardinq force P on the reaction front.'r
If narticles are equil ibrium precipitate,
they must be avoided. If they are not

stab'le, they di ssol ve and repreci p'i tate
behind the reaction front.
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The continuous precipitation of partic'les in front of a discontinuous

front can aìso occur, exertjno a retardjnq force on the front (FiS. 24d).

For splrer.icaì part'icles, Z.nurTB has shovrn this force to be g'iven by:

Pr=3f/2r yG.B.

rvhere f js the precipitate volume fractjon; r is the particìe radìus;

T G.B. js the qrajn bounclary energy.

llere it is assumed that the jnteraction betvreen grain boundary and

pariìcle is inrleoendent of the nature of the partic'le. A.shby et al79

have revised this calculation, removjng thìs assumntion.

These tllree forces make up the total drivincl force (P) for discon-

tjnuous recrystalljzation, and are tjme ancl temperature Cependent. pN

riecreases äs a result of recoveì..'; Pa decreases and p,^ increases if con-

tinLtous ¡recr'pitation occur s ahead of the dislocaiion front; P,^ decreases

as a result of particle coarsen'ing. The drivinq force, as a function of

tinte, 'is consiclered for temperature ranges of transformat jon shown in

Fiqure 23.

(i) T'T1: in this temperature range, precipitation does not occur

and discontinuous recrystallization is onìy affected by the solute in solid

solutjon. The drivinq force is equivalent to P* and its variation v¡ith time

is shovrn ìn Fjqure 25a.

(ji ) Tl t T , TZ, |1ere, orecinitatjon occurs after recrystallization
and solute atoms lrave no jnfluence excent as before. The removaì of high

dìslocatjon lens'itjes ancl other defects b.y recrystalljzation rerìoves

nossible nucleatjon sites rryhjch can be considered as clelay'ino continuous
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precipitation {tf rr t¡). Drivinq force variations with time are shown

in Fiqure 25b.

(iii) TZ r I t T3r Continuous precipitat'ion occurs at cold rvorked

defect nucl eation si tes , before recr.ystal I ization. Dependi ng on whether

djscontinuous precìpitatìon occurs, the add'itive driving force P. may be

consídered in the total driving force (FiS. 25c,25e)" In either case,

the total driv'ing force (P) decreases with t'ime. If djscontinuous re-

crystallizatjon is not comp'lete in the matrix before P becomes zero, the

reaction front'is stopned (Fíg. 25d,25f). In this case, the situation is

that described for T . T3.

(jv) T . T3: In th'is temperature range, the total drjv'ing force for

the- movenrent of a discontinuous reaction front is less than zero (Fig. 25g);

that is, PN + Pc . Pr. The contjnuous prec'ipitation in the c,;ld lvorked

region of the matrix has advanced to such a state that a djscontinuous

reaction front cannot move. In such a case, the anneaìing out of defects

js contro'l'led Lry the fornration and resolution of precìpitate parti.l.r.80

Thì s js cal I ed continuous recr,ystal I ization and is schematjcal 1y sketched

jn Figure 26. The initial precipitation of particles reduces the segre-

gation of the solute atoms at clislocations and faciljtates their rearrange-

ment. Further rearranqernent is controlìed by the disolution of the smaller

and grourth of the larqer particles. As soon as a part'icle located at a dis-

locatjon node dìssoìves, these dislocatìons can migrate. Subqrain boundaries

anneaì by thìs orocess, fornrjng larcler defect free areas with ìncreasjnq anqles

of nl'isorientat'ion. Finalìy the resultant dislocatjon netirork has the character

of a grain boundar.y and the rnatrix is considered crystall'ized. The
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Fig. 25 (a-g) Driving force of discontjnuous recrystalljzation versus

time for the various temperature ranges of Fiq. 23.

VCv . +lKLY: tR - start of recrystallization

a lltR - finjsh of recrystal lization

tË'¡ - start of contjnuous orecipitation

PN - drivinq force due to eljmination of dìslocations and
subgrain rvalls

Pc - dr j vi nJ¡ force due to di sconti nuoLts Dreci pi tation

Pr - retard'ing force due to continuous prec'ipitation ahead' of reactìon front

P - total dri v'i ng force of di sconti nuous recrystaì I i zati on
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a)

b)

Fig. 26 Schemat'ic sketch of continuous recrystalljzatjon, L761"

l{o qrajn boundarjes are able to move as a recr.ystalljzation front"
Annìhilation and rearranqement of the dislocations are control'led by
grovrth of the particles. Subqrains form and thejr sìze and orienta-
tion difference (ìndicated by th'ickness of the Iines) ìncrease.

Sub-boundarjes are p'inned b'/ nartjcles.

c) Âftcr cljssolutjon of the srnallest narticles, a suborajn can anneal out
b.y Y-node nrotion (left) or by subrirain rotation (riqht).
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cont'inuousl.y recrystal I ized structure d'iffers from the d jscontinuous kind,

onì.y ìn djstribution of grain size and particles.

An increase in solute concentratìon for a constant dislocation

densit.y rvill shift the incubation time for nrecipitation to smaller values.

Assuminq that this has little effect on the beqinning of recrystalìization,

the tenrperatures TI, TZ, and T, are shifted to hiqher values.

An jncrease in djslocation dens'ity causes the start of recrystalliza-

tion to be djsp'laced to lotver values, assuminq the start of nrecipitation
'is not affected. The temperatures T, and T, are displaced to lorver values

ancl above a cerùaìn densìty, recr¡rstallizatjon is alrvar/s comnlete before

the start of prec'initation (Fìg. 27). Ho\r,ever, it is reasonable to assume

that an increase in dislocat'ion density also reduces t| for continuous

precìpitation. The effect of increasinq dislocation densìty on the total

clrivinq force for continuous recrystaìIizatìon at a constant time ancl

temperature is shorvn schematicaì l_v in Fiqure 28.
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{+

Fiq. 27 TenrperatLrre dependence of incubation periods for precìpitation
(tO) anO recrystalljzation (to) as a functjon of djslocatjon density N,

if r't is assumed that the dislocations have little effect on the beqin-
ning of precipitatìon. l,lith dislocation density N1, there is no mutual
'influence of both nrocesses. l,lith dislocation density l{z (. Ni) and

temperature T. there is mutual influence of precinjtation and recrystal-
l'izatìon, 1761.

M¿r*

T

a.

Fig.28 The

cjislocation
forces actìnq at

rjensjtv ll, 1761.

the reaction front as a function of

R

P------ t:consl(:i)

{_:_-_\---u;
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3.1

CHAPTER 3

ATLOY FABRICATION

EXPERII'lENTAL TECHN IQUES

The nominal composition of the alloy used in this investigation was

40% Co, 38% Ni, 17% Cr, and 5% Nb, prepared with material of the following

purities: Co 99.9%, Ni 99.9%, Cr 99"9%, and Nb 99.9%. Aìloys were made

in an induction furnace under a partial pressure of argon and 15 mm. square

ingots were cast in sand moulds. The ingots were slightly co'ld rolled and

then soaked for three days at 11000 C in an argon filled silica capsule.

Subsequent steps of cold rolling and annealing at 12000 C for five to six

hours were followed until the desired thickness for tensiìe specimens or

thin foils was obtained. Coo'ling from the annealing temperature was carried

out by breaking the silica capsules in an iced water medium. it was found

that an initial annealino temperature greater than 11000 C results in the

ingot cracking on subsequent cold rolling. This was probably due to the in-

homogeneity in the as cast condition leading to localised melting at grain

boundari es .

The degree of deformation by cold rolling was measured as a reduction

in thickness of the specimen. Light, moderate, and heavy deformations

represented one or more passes throuqh the rolls until the initial thickness

of the material in the as annealed condition was reduced by 5%, 30%, and

60%, respectively. Aging of the materia'l was in the main at B00o C and

always in argon fílled silica capsules.
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3 .2 IlECI]AN I CAL PROPERTI ES

All tensi'le specimens durino this'investiqation lvere prepared from

nraterial in the states of cold rolled and cold rolled and aqed. Tensile

sDec jlnens tvere sltaped on a nlil I inq machine to a one inch quaqe lenqth and

r¿ inch radii shoulclers. All samnles were 2 mm. in thickness to ensure a

minimunl of five orains across the cross-section. These specimens were

tested jn an Instron testjno machine at room temrrerature and at a strain

rate of 3.33 x 10-3/r"..

HarCness neasurements t^lere done rvjth a Vickers oyramr'd indentor at a

loaC of ten kìloqrams. Surfaces of the soecimens v/ere nolished to a qrit
o'F 600.

3.3 PRECI PITATT TXTRACTION

Precjpitatìon occurs on ag'ing at B00o C with or vrithout prior deforma-

t'ion. The precipìtate oarticles were separated from the matrix in an ex-

traction cell us'ina an electrol.yte of 10% sulphuric in vrater at a current

densit.y of about 0.05 amner., o.r.r2. After the matrjx had compìetely

d'issolverl, the nrecinitate and electrol.yte were separated in a centrifuge.

The sol Lrtion t,ras then careful l.y sinhoned off and the remaininq.precipitate

I'rashed in alcohol and centriruoecl several times. The rveil dried precipitate
r'r:rs then scraneC fronl the centri fuqe tubes ancl col I ectecl i nto a smal I vial .

)i-r"iì',, Dor.rrler sanrnles rvere then preoared hy mountinq the prec.in.itate pov¿der

on tlr jn qlass rocls lvj th rllue. The sannles l^/ere pìace.J .in a phil ios powder

canìera and jrrad'iated ruith fìltererl CoKc¡ radiation. Anal.ysìs of the results

fol I ov;cd tlre standard Dellye-Scherrer technique.
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2A
.J.I r)PTi CAL MTTALLOGRAPIIY

Prjor to electron nrjcroscone jnvestic¡atìon, exlensivq on1-ical uretal lo-

oranh.y r,ias carried out. Samnles þ/ere nlechanically nolishcd 'in successive

stages of enery paper, dì amond Dastes , and Al 20" rrovrrler, the I .rtter of

vJhich had the fjnest s'ize of 0.05 u. The nolisheci snecirqens \'/ere etched

electrol_vticalìy ìn a solution of sjx parts l{Cì acid to cne Dart llr0 rvìth

an appl i ed vol tage of two to f i ve vol ts . The etched samol es l^/ere then ex-

amined on a Vìckers 55 ootical microscope.

3.5 ELECTRON IIiCROSCOPY

3.5. 1 [xtraction Repl icas

Carbon extraction replÍcas of various deforned and aqed sDecjmens

rvere preoared. The surfaces rvere preoared as above for ontical metallo-

granhy. llorvever, the Ceqree of electrc-etchin0 r{as somelhat no} e. A

thin carbon filrn vras denosited on the surface vlith an evanoratinq unit.

The surface r.las then scribed in seuares of annroxjnrately 2 nrnr. siries. A

further electro-etchinq was carried out in a solution of 5% sulnhuric acid

in methanol at ten volts for a fel seconds. The specìrnen vras then washed

by careful'ly dípping into a nure ethanol bath, and the surface allor^red to

dr.y for a ferv seconds. The carbon fjlm rvas lifteci from the specimen

surface by sìorvìy immers'inq the specimen into a d'istilled water bath, and

then collected on 200 rnesh copoer grids for the microscope holder.
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3.5.2 Thi n Foi I s

Thin fo jl s were nrepared b.y an electrol.yt'ic .iet pol jshinq techn'ique.

SDecinren strins approximatel.y 6 mm. square were used rvith th jckness vary'inq

fronr 0.15 - 0.30 nrm. The edqes were Iacquered and the specimen centered in

the jet strean of the po'lìshinq cell containing an electroìyte of I0%

perchìoric acid in methanol. The temperature of the electrolyte was main-

tained at -50o C to -600 C in a dr.y ice methanol bath. Polishing was

carried out at the hiqh voltage end of the p'lateau regìon in the character-

istic voltaqe-current po'larization curve. Th'is \,ras generaì1y 20 V with

a current clens j tv of 20C ni 1 1Í arnperes. l^lhen a hol e formecl, the specimen

rvas ou j ckì.y rerlovec!, then vlashed and the I acquer ren:oved j n a room tempera-

ture bath. Af ter drvi no , the spec'imen r^ras pl aced betr+een two t j ssue sheets

anC the thinnecl area cut carefully aura'r with a sharp scaìpeì. This segment

'¡ras nlounted i nto a specìr¡en hol der on 75 mesh copDer grids. Exami natÍon

of thjn foils anC extraction replicas r.ras made in a Philips El''Î 3C0 microscope.
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CHAPTER 4 EXPTRIMENTAL RESULTS

As noted before, the nominal composition of the al1oy used during

the present investigation was 40% Co, 38% Ni , 17% Cr, and 5% Nb. In
studying the effects of prior cold work on the aging behaviour, it was

decìded to use light, moderate, and heavy deformations which were arbit-

rarily chosen to be cold rollinqs of 5%,30%, and 60% reductions respec-

tively. In considering earlier work by chung et al5 in th. solution

treated and quenched state, the aging temperature for the studies was in

the main 8000 C and for times up to 150 hours.

4.1 HARDNESS I,IEASUREMENTS AND TENSILE TESTING

The Vickers pyramid hardness against aging time is pìotted in Figure 29

for the solution treated condition and prior deformation of 5%, 34%, and

60%" It is observed that the change in peak harness on aging gradually

dirninishes with increasing amount of cold rolling. In the solution treated

condition, an increase of 110 VPH occurs after 104 hours, vrhi'le prior 60%

cold working demonstrates a nearly continua'l drop ìn hardness of 36 VPH

for the same aging time. Thus the time to attain peak hardness is gradually

reduced from aoproximateìy 500 hours aoing time with the solution treated

condition to zero time in the heavil.v deforned state. chung et al's5

earlier work has shown that the hardness change is due to precipitation of

orthorhombicNirNb. From Figure 29, it can be inferred that light deforma-

tion (5%) accelerates precipitation since its hardness curve is akin to

aqing at a higher temperature with the consequent lourerins of the peak

hardness (310 VPH to 288 VPH) and shifting it to lower values of aging time

(500 hr. to 54 hr.). However, moderate (3a%) and heavy (60%) deformations

with their overall increase in hardness and different rate of hardness
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VICKERS PYRAMID HARDNESS No.

VS

AGING TIME

Solution Ïreoted
5o/o cotd rolled
31% cotd rotled
60 % cotd rolted
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Aging Time, houns

Fiq.29
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chancJe suqgest that djfferent or addìtional factors are jnvolved in

aqi nq.

Tens'il e test resr¡l ts of snecimens aqed af tcr so'lution treatrrrcnt and

varíous amounts of deformation are presentecJ in Fioures 30 - 33. The vrork

on the solut'ion treatecl concjition8l shorvs 150% ancl gO% increase in yìeld

strenqth (YS) anC ultimate tensile strenoth (UTS) respectivel.y, after onl.y

12 hours aginq time. Subsequent chanqes in tiTS are sl'iqht lvjth a peak at

48 hours, r,.rhìle the YS drops, then rises aqain, levelinq to'a fajrì.y con-

stant value at 150 hours. The percenta e of elonqation drons cont'inual'ìy

fron 75% to II% after the same aqinq time.

In the lightìy cold rolled condition, the ìnitial improvement cver

the as annealed condition before agins is 75% for the YS and 200% for the

UTS. t/ìth ag'ino, the YS first drops sliqhtly and then further increases

by about 6% on aq jno for 100 hours. The UTS i ncreases steadi'l.y upon aoi nq

wi th a 14% irnprovement af ter 100 hours aoi ng tinle. Al so j n th'is tir¡e, the

percentage elonqatjon has dropoed steadil-v from 60%to 30%.

Tensile tests on the moderately cold rollecl condition (Fiq. 32)

show an initial increase in YS and LITS over the solution treatecl cond'ition

of 300% and 150îá resoective'ly. There is also a corresoonCinoly shar"p (73"/,)

drop in e'longat'ion. l^lith aqinq, the IJTS remajns fairl.y constant, r.rhile

the YS peaks after 50 hours rvith a 17% imorovenrent from initìal cold rr,llecl

condi tion. The el onqation fal I s continual l.y f rom l}i[ to 15îá vlith aq j nq of

100 hours
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Tensile resuìts on heavy cold roìIing (Fig. 33) as compared wìth

moderate cold rolling demonstrate a similar increase in initial YS over

the as annealed condition. However, the initial UTS has improved by 250%.

0n aging" double peak values of YS occur at 10 and ll9 hours, each repre-

senting a 17% improvement over the initial value" The UTS values, or the

other hand, drop with a decreasìng rate on aging. The total change after
'100 hours from the initial cold worked condition is -20%. The correspon-

ding elongation 'increases with aging time from a value of 12% to zz%.

The character of the change in UTS and elongation curves are significantly

different from those of the solution treated, ìight'ly co'ld rol'led, and

moderately cold rolìed condìtions. This suggests the possibility of some

additional phenomena occurring with precipitation, namely recrystallization.

4.2 OPTTCAL METALLOGRAPHY

A series of optical metalìographic examinations were made on solution

treated, and lightly, moderately, and heavi'ly deformed specimens in the pre

and post aging conditions. The more signìficant of these results are given

in Figures 35 to 48.

The as so'lution treated material exhibited a generally equiaxed grain

structure with the frequent presence of annea'ling twins (Fig. 35). Grain

size on solution treating at 12500 C seemed to be dependent on the amount

of prior deformation to a greater degree than on the time of anneal ing

(Fig.34). 0n aging the solution treated specimen at B00o C,5 precipitation

of ctl"prhonrbic Ni3Nb occurs in the form of ìong plates ìying on the (lll)
planes. In Figure 36, the traces of these planes are clear'ly delineated by

the four intersecting directions of the Ni3Nb precipitates.
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A prior deformation of 5% does littte to chanqe the microstructure

except increase the volume fraction of precipitate for a given ìength of

aging time. Early stages of precipitation are shor¿rn in Figure 37 (after

10 hours), rvhile the more advanced stages are shown in Figure 38 (after

50 hours) "

A deformation of 30% produces a general twisting and bending of

grains and trvin boundaries as welj as a general network of striations in

the gra'in interior (fig. 39). Aoing accents the striated nature as shown

in Figures 40 - 42. After 10 hours at 8000 C, the majority of striations

seem to be parallel to those formed by cold rvorking, but are much more

distinct. After 50 hours, a clear cross-hatched network of ìong precip'i-

tates and striation has develooed similar to that observed on aging the

solution treated and líghtìy deformed specimens. Figure 41 also shows

evidence of grain boundary precipitation occurring. After 100 hours, the

structure does not seem to have changed greatly, exceot for an increase in

precipitate size and aopearance of small recrystal'lized qrains, as shourn

in Figure 42.

Heavy deformation of 60% oroduces a markedìy striated optical micro-

structure (fig. 43), v¡hich is retained and sharpened with an aging time

of l0 hours (Fig. 44). However, with further aging, the microstructure

becomes less well defined, as shor¡rn in Figure 45. A cross-hatched network

of long precipitate is visibie in Figure 46, but not to the extent observed

with moderate deformation. This fiqure also shows treas r^rhere the striations

have disappeared, leaving behind small distorted spheres of about 11 p irì

size. After 119 hours, the striation disintegration is much more extensive,
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as shown in Figures 47 and 48. The largest spheroidaT particles present

are about one micron in size and some of them can be seen in the process

of coalescing. Near the boundary between the two areas, the.partÍcles

occasionally appear to align with an imaginar.y e>iiension of the striations.
It was not possible to distinquish recrystal'lized grain boundaries in any

area.

4.3 PRECIPITATE EXTRACTION AND X.RAY ANALYSIS

Electrochemical extraction of precipitate particles of the aged and

deformed and aged conditions was done for the various aging treatments.

Identification was caried out by the Debye-scherrer X-ray film technique.

The type of particìt formed proved independent of the amount of prior de-

formation. The major precipitate matched the expected stabìe orthorhombic

Ni3Nb reported in the ASTM file,8z with lattice parameters of a = 5.ll Â,
oo

b = 4.25 A, c = 4.54 A. Its reported space group of Pmmn indexed many

observed reflections. However, some of these indexed reflections were not

reported as visible on the fiìe card for NirNb" In addition, Nbc and MrrCu

carbides with face centered cubic structures were also identified.

4.4 ELICTRON MICROSCOPY

4.4.1 Precipitate Extraction

The carbon extraction replica technique was used to study the

precipitation process with the electron microscope. This method gave a

verification of the types of precipitates observed previously by x-rays,

and information concerning the size, shape, and distribution of the

particles was also obtained.
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The replica from lightly deformed material aged 10 hours revealed

clusters of rod-shaped particles about 0.1 u in ìength and identified

by electron diffraction ring patterns as NbC. 0n aging for 54 hours, these

particles grew to approximately 0.3 p. A network of long (Z to 4.5 u)

intersectìng particles, identified as orthorhombic NirNb, were aìso iden-

tified" Both types of particles are shown in Figure 49. This figure also .

shows a string of oblate spheroid particles, identified as Cr2gC6, and are

probably associated with a grain boundary. Aging for 100 hours does little
to change the described microstructure, except to increase the density of

IonS NirNb orthorhombic precipi tates.

A prior cold work of 60% and aging for ten hours caused Ni3Nb phase

to precipitate out as ìong narrow particles in a direction seemingìy parallel

to the striations observed in the optical microstructure. Their shape is

much more irregular than ihose particles observed ìn'light'ly deformed and

aged specimen (fig. 50). Aìso present are the rod-shaped NbC partìctes

observed with a light prior deformation. The size of these are the same

as those observed in the specimen lightly deformed and aged for 54 hours

(0.3 u, Fig" 51). Aging for 109 hours produces a cross-hatched network of

Ni3Nb precipitate, 2 to 3 u in length, with a great majority of the particles

aligning in one direction (Fig. 52). There are also present regions where

Ni3Nb precipitate is entirely in the form of distorted spheres,some of which

appear to be in the process of coaìescing (Fig" 53). This shape of preci-

pitate ranges in size form 0.2 to 1.0 u. There seems to be very ìittle
mixing of these precipìtate mornhologies, except in the region of transition

from one to the other. There is an overall presence of NbC rod-shaped

particles, about the same size as those observed with earìier aging time,

but in reduced density.
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4 .4 .2 Th j n Fo'i I El ectron l'f icroscopv

Thjn fo'ils of the solution treated and the liqhtly, nroclerately,

anrl heav j I.y defornlecJ specimens r.rith pre and nost aqinq treatment were pre-

parecl and exarn'ined. Thi s rvork qave prec j se Cetai I s of the structure of

the cleformed snecjnrens ancl its effect unon mjcrostructure formed by thernral

treatments.

4 .4 .2 . I As Sol uti on Treated

The standard anneal used for this allo.y b/as six to ten hours at

12500 C. FoiIs examined revealed an FCC matrix r,¡ith a Iattice parameter
o

of 3.565 ,4,. There apnearecl to be r^¡hat at f ì rst r^ras thought occasional

stac!l'ino faul ts as shown in Figure 54. Trace anal.ysis d'id establ ish that

these hrere on (111) matrix nlanes. Ho¡rever, electron diffraction patterns

and darkfield jmaaes (f'¡c. 55 and 56) demonstrated a cr.vstal structure

assocjated ¡rìth thrse bands, anart fr"or¡ the rnatrix. Further anal.ysis shovled

these ereas to be thìn'ly tr^rjnned reojons. tìeta'iled analysjs is qjven jn

Apnendix A.

4.4.2.2 As Deformed

',Jith increasinq amount of deformation, thin fol'ls revealed a

di sl ocati on netr¡iorl< taki nq on an i ncreas i nq deoree of tanql ement. l{o

def i nì te cel I structure yras formed, even after heavy de1'ormation, as shor^ln

in Fiqurr:57. The most strillinc features of the deforned cond'ition were

i;l;c nrescnce of .loncl, tarallel ltands in the rrratrix. txanrrles of their

appcarance are c;ìven jn Fjqures 58 - 63. This structure r./as observed in

al I fo'i.ls crnrJ the rlens jty of wh jch anneared to increase vlith deformation.

Iletailcd analysìs of the diffraction patterns iclentified them to be deforma-

tion tv¡ìns. Analysis was the same as that follolved for the solution treated
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specimen. This included the superposition of matrix and twin FCC diffrac-
tion patterns, the description of anomaìous diffraction patterns as distorted

FCC twin patterns due to thiness of tr,rins, and the matching of normal FCC

twin pattern with FCC matrix patterns at some reìative degree of tilt. This

is given in Appendix A.

4.4.2"3 Aqing of the Liahtly Deformed tlaterial

Aging precipitated out two sizes of particles. The smaller set

were of the order of 0.10 u after 100 hours and could not be identified
with e.lectron diffraction. However, their shape and size were simi'lar to

NbC particles observed with carbon extraction repìica techniques. The

second set of particles appeared as long plates whose diffraction patterns

were identified as those duetoorthorhombic NirNb phase with:a = 5.il Å,oo
b = 4.25 A, c = 4.54 A" A typical vridth of these precípitates was 0.05 u

and a length of 2.5 u, which did not vary much by aging over 25 hours.

Brightfieìd images of these partìcles are shown in Figures 64 and 65, with

an NitNb-matrix e'lectron diffraction pattern in Fiqure 66. Trace analysis

established that the orthrhombic precipitates lie on (111) matrix planes.

Occasionaìly, even after 100 hours of aging, deformation twins, whose diffrac-
tion synrmetry was similar to those observed in the as deformed condition,

were also seen (FiS. 67). It was onìy possible to distinguish between

twi nned regi ons and preci pi tates .by e'l ectron di ffracti on, as both were

identical in appearance in brightfietd'.
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4.4.2.4 Aqinq of the l4oderatel v Defornrecl l4aterial

Aqinq for ten hours cloes I ìttle to ch.rnrle the d jslocat jon

structure or the as deformed snecinien. ilo',tever, tlte '-liffracl-ìon i-.r¡lterns.

did not orovjde anv evjdence tor tite presence of defornratitltr T-vrins. Instearl,

lonçl precinitates of \ìrl,lb havìnq tire briqhtfield annearance of the initia'ì

deformation tvrins v/ere seen. This is shovrn in Fioures 63 ancl 69. i'lìth an

aqinq time of up to 50 hours, the number of l'liri'lb nrec jpìtates jncrease,

formjnc, an intersecting netrvork (Fiq. 70).

As v¡iih lioht'ly deformed material after 50 hours of ag'ing, there is

present a second set of unidentifjed cart'icles vrhich are o'F the order of

0.1 u (Fjçf . 71). The d'islocation densìty seemed to dir¡inish sl ightìy tv'ith

ag'ing, but no clear dislocation substructure or recr-vstal jized qra'ins

appeared after 100 hours

Trace anaìys js of the structure of the I jqhtly and nroderatel.r¡ iieformed

material has established that precinitation of Nj3llb occurs on (i11) natrix

p'lanes. The orientation relationshjp betrveen natrix ancl nrec'iojtate t,ras

observed to be as fol 'lor,rs 
:

(010) Ni3Nb / / {111} FCC

[100] Ni3Nb / / <110> FCC

Initiaì1y, in the nloderately defurmed case, precipitation see¡ìls re-

stricted to a sinqle (111) plane in the same manner as defornratjon twjnn'ing

was in the cold lvorked state. 0n further aq'inq to 50 hours ' nrec jn'itatìon

occurs on other (1i 1) p'ìanes fornti ng an i ntersect j nq nett'rork . The sudden

disappearance of deforniation twin structure happens rvith ljttle chanqe in
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Ðverall dislocation distribution, and witlr the simultaneous appearance of
l¡i3Nb of sìmiiar shape and hab'it- This seems to suggest tfre fonrer twin-

matrix interfaces act as nucleation sitesfor initiaì precipìtation of

$ti3Nb.

4.4.2.5 Aging 0f the Heavily Deformed I'laterial

Precipitation in 60% cold rolled materìa] was observed after

agrng only ten minutes at 8000 c (Fìg" 72). It was not possible to esta-

b'lish conclusively the type of precipitate formed at this ear'ly stage.

After 20 minutes of aging timeo precìpitation was observed to be clearly

nucleating at the ìnterfaces of deformation twìn and the matrix. This is

shown in Fìgures 73 to 76. Figure 76 is the selected area diffraction

pattern of matrix-twin area in Figure 75. The normal coherency of a (011)/

(011) matrix-twin diffraction pattern js altered by precipitation at the

interface. This is apparent ìn that the (011) twìn patterns are rotated

slightly with respect to each other such that their norrna'l1y conimon (i11)

pìanes are no longer parallel. In Figure 75" a few rod-shaped precìp'itates

beüyeen the deformation twin band areas are also observed.

Areas having undergone,recrystallization were also observed after only

20 minutes aging" They were characteristicalìy free of dislocations and

contained distorted sphere-shaped particles ranging ìn size from 50 to
o

1450 A (Fig. 77)" The extent of recrystaltization increased with aging

time, but was not complete even after 100 hours at 8000 C. The rnorphoìogy

of the particìes in recrystallized areas tends towards a spheroidal shape

with inêreasing aginc time and are between 2000 - 4000 Å in size after

100 hours" as shown in Figure 78. These particles were identified as
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orthorhombicNirNb after all aging treatments. In addìtion to

sites for precipitation, the deformation twin interfaces were

to serve as nucleation sites for recrystallized grains (Fig.

nucl eati on

aì so observed

7e).

Plate-shaped precipitate, similar to those observed in lightly and

moderately deformed specimens, appeared in the non-recrystallized regions

of the matrix after only two hours at g00o C (Fig- 80). This observation

was made at al'l aging times up to 100 hours and the particles were identi-

fiedasorthorhombic NirNb ohase. After ten hours, the length of this pre-

cipitate ranged from 0.1 u to 4u.

Plate-shaped I'lirNb also occurred in the recrystal'lized areas of the

matrix, but not until it was also observed in cold worked reqions. A

particularly interesting example after two hours is shown in Figures 81 -

83, where recrystaliized matrix between parallel plate precicitate has a

twin orientation relationship.

The recrystallization front betv,'een cold worked regions and recrystal-

lized areas gave some interesting observations. In Figure 84, there is an

extensive l'lorié fringe contrast in the cold worked side of the front. To-

gether with selected area diffraction and darkfield technieue, this seems

to be associated r¿ith the formationofspheroidal-shaped Ni3Nb. Also ìn

this figure, it is observed what appears as the neckinq of a precìpitate

by the recrystallization front. In areas well removed from the recrysta'llized

regions, in addition to major piate-type NirNb particìes, occasionally small

spheroidal-shaped oarticles were also observed, but never to the extent and

size as thæe observed in recrystallized regions after onìy a few hours of

asins (Fig. 85).
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The dislocation substructure occasional'ly appeared to take on a cell

network in the early stages of aging, as shown in Figure 75, but generally

changed relatively littìe except for complete obliteration in recrystal-

ïized areas.

Agìng of heavily deformed material was also camied out at a higher

temperature of 8500 C. After ten hours, comp'lete recrystallization of the

matrix had occurredwithorthorhombic Nirllb precipitate present both in the

fonn of p'lates anddistorted spheres. Figure 86 indicates a tendency for

the Iatter towards a row arrangement. Figure 87 is a high magnification

micrograph of this row effect and shows particle aggtomeration in progress.

Aging for 20 hours at 8500 c ìncreased the amount of plate-like NirNb,

white the spheroidal type did not seem to change (Fig. 88 and 89).

As a final note to e'lectron microscop.y results, the indexing of

orthorhombic NitNb precipitate mainìy followed the reflecting conditions

of space group Pma2, independent of particle shape and aginq treatment

(Appendix B). The orientation relationship between plate NirNb and matrix

was observed to be:

(010) Ni3Nb l/ t111] MATRTX

[100] Ni3Nb // <110> MATRTX

in cold worked and recrystallized regions alike. However, no such specific

reÏationship seems to existfordistorted sphere-shaped Ni3Nb in the re-

crystallized area of heavily deformed and aged material.
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CHAPTIIì 5

The folloyrìnq discussion of

into a discourse on the effect

saturated sol id solution state,

103.

DISCUSSIc)N

exoerinlental results is broarll,¡ .livirlr:r!

of deforrnation on illc r¡r.lterial ìn ihc super-

and on the results of ao-incì jr¡ illis state.

To beqin irith, it is necessary to consider the close relat-ionship

between deformation twinnìng and martensitic transformatjon. The former

is a mode of nlastic deformation and occurs as a result of applÍecl stress,
while the latter js a basic tyoe of phase transformation ¡rhere arrplied

stress has onìy a secondar,v l'nnortance. Both can be classified unrler the

descriptive terminoìogy used by Christian,3S of a mì I itar-r¡ react jon jn rvhich

the product is formed b¡r atomìc m0vements vrhich are hiohìy djscinl jnecl, co-

ordinated, and depend on one another. This js opnosecl to a civilian reactjon

which js characterjzed by 'ìonq renoe transportation of atons involvino

diffusion in the case of phase transformation, ancl movenrent on relatìvel.y

ferr,atomic nlanes (sl'io) Ín the case of plastjc deformatjon. In lllarten_

sitic transfor¡ration, there is an orderl_y arranqement of at.orirs fronr one

crystal structure to another, t^rhìle in trvinninq, thjs realiqnnent procluces

the oriqinal cr.ystal structure but rvith a new orientation. The nrain exper.i-

mental criterjon used to deternrine these reactions is the chanqe ìn shape

of the parent volume distorting the surroundinq matrjx. The chanqes jn

shape are ouite similar so that nrartensÍte and defornlatjon twins look

alike, takincl the fornl of small lenses or pìates.

Cobalt js an alIotropic metaì, havinq tlCP cr.vstal structure at roonl

temperature and an FCC structure at hiqh temrrerature. It j s rvel I establ i shecl33
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that the transforntation is martensitic in nature. r.1uch r^rork has bcen done

to estal,,l isn the oh.ys'ical characterist jcs of this transfornr¡ t-ion .in pure

Co ancl Co-iiì aì10ys.83-92 l!¡¡r¡r1 ç661j¡q, jt 'is suDl)r.r-Ì:-,,(:,i t,);, i-irc: acldjtjon

of ilj to belol'/ roon, tentperatLtre,90 brt carr lte inriucr:rJ lty r¡cciran.icaì cíeforma-

tion. t'jork on a qroun of co-iri base ailo.ys, cailecr r.1p ail0.ys,99,100,10i hu,

shown that a stress-ìnduced transformation acts as a strencrthenìnc¡ nrechaniïm.

In these alloys, the total composition of Co and lli is 70% and the thermal

stabi'lity of the CPH phase is shovrn in Figure 90. One alloy r'n particular,
MP35N, has a composit'ion ver.y simjlar to the aììoy used durjnq present

investìgatìons; that is, 35% Co, 35% Ni, 20% Cr, 1071 l,1o versus 40"/, Co, 38% Ni

17% Cr, and 5:i Nb.

Ïn the cold vrorked condition, the opticaì microstructure of both these

al'loys are ver.v similar (fiq. 43 ancl 91) urìth fine paralìel stria.tions on

two or more sets of {111} planes. By X-rav and electron nlicroscop.y inves-

tigation, Graham and Younqbloodl00 establjshecl that the striatjons tvere

thin platelets or CPH structure and mechan'ical twins fornred b.y coìd defor-

mation. In jt'iaì'ly, the same explanation rvas thought to account for the

similar structure of our a'lloy. However, the presence of the hexagonal

phase could not be confirmed, and the striations were found to be the

result of nechanical twinning only. These twins are easily distinguished

from annealinq tlins which are orders of nragnitude larqer (Fig. 35). Some

mechanical size trvins were found in the annealecl state, but their exìstence

was probabìy clue to the mishandling of the foil before exanlination jn the

electron nlicroscooe.
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Mechanical properties of the two aìloys were also different. The

MP35N alloy was generally stronger as ref'tected in the higher values of
hardness for similar amounts of cold reduction (Fig. 92).

The basic concepts of the FCC -¡ CPH martensitic transformation and of
mechanical twinning are very similar. The stacking sequence of close-

packed planes of the FCC phase is changed into the hexagonaì structure by

the sweeping of æ a/6 <112> partial disiocation on every second plane.

Twinning requires a shear of a/6 <!!z> on each close-packed plun..87

ABCABAB

FCC CPH

ABCACBA

rLL thn n

In the pole mechanism, the latter is accomplished by the rotation of an

a/6 <712> Shockley partial about a dislocation with a screw component a/3

<111>, whije the former requires a screw component of ?a/3 <l1L>.96'97,98

l'lhy the martensitic transformatíon dominates in l4p35N and not in our

alloy must stem from the free energy changes involved. The hypothetical

schematics are shown in Figures 93 and 94. At room temperature, the lowest

free energy state of our aìloyisthesame as high temperature FCC structure,
whiìe for the MP35N alloy, it may be the hexagonal phase. If so, the high

activation energy of transformation required for the latter retains an FCC

lattice. No matter rvhat the initial case for the l,1P35N may be, however, the

rate of change of free enerqy with co'ld work must be greater for the FCC

structure than for the CPH. After some deformation, the difference in free

enerqy Jevels betleen the two lattices ìs qreater than the activation
energy' and the transformatíon occurs. Since mechanical twins were also

observed, the free energv level with twinning as a mode of pìastic deforma-

tion must be close to that of hexagonal transformation. For the Mp35N
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a'lìoy then, jf the poìe mechanism is the operable rnocje of tralrsfornatìon,
dislocation ìntersect jons jnvol v.inq the rotation of 3hockl r,y rrartial s about

screw com0onents of 2a/3 -111> are biasecl v¡ith cleforrn,rijorr. ?ut sjnce

such a mechan.isn js inllerentl.,,¿ jnhonrorJeneous, it js rc.lsonable to cxpcct that
those 'intersections vli th a/3 <111> screw cornponent nrar¡ also one rabe, form.ing

mechanical ttvjns. In our aììo-v, horvever, twinninq is onì.y possìtile as the;
hexagonal phase can not fornr. Althouqh these are rluaterner,v crl lo.ys, ilre
above h.yoothesis nray be justified from a consir-leration of the binary phase

diagrams (rlq. 95 - 99) of the constituent elernents. At room temperature,

the possible hexaoonal nhase is due, of course, to the noì.ynretrìc nature of
Co. The addition of nickel suDnresses this phase, b'ut jt is stronql¡r pro-

moted by the adcli ti on of Cr . llo and iJb both stabi l i ze the h i qh tenrnerature

FCC phase, but i'lb i s much more effecti ve. Thus , aì thouoh our al I o.y has a

sì'ioht'r.y hjoher ratjo of io to l,li than l1P35i',1, the a.clciÍtion of less Cr, end

t'lb in f ieu of i1o, sucgests that the total absence of CpFl structure in the

former js reasonable. Therefore, our allov has an overall tendencv to

renrain FCC even witir plastÍc cleformabjon.

Another probabìe inportant factor is stackinq fault eneroy. It has

been shown that co and co-base alloys qeneralìy have lolv sFE.102 The

occurrence of a martensitic transformation and/or mechanical twinning ìn
the above aìloys, requirinq rrartial d'islocatìons, is ev'iclence of that fact.
The absence of celi formation in the dislocation structure upon cleformation

(Fig. 58) is also characteristic of low SFE. f,lork done by Davies .t a1103

on co-Ni alìo1rs shovrs a continuous dron in sFE fronr 240 erqs/cm2 of pure

Ni to 10 erqs/cr2 fo. an alloy of 70% co - 30% Ni. The latter has been

determined as having a hexagonaì structure.35 venabl.r,104 workìnq on the
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martensite transformation in stainless steels, has reasoned that the inter-
mediate hexagonal phase e is favourable when the sFE is low. SÍmilar

relationships between SFE and CPH structure, with the addition of solute

atoms, has been reviewed by ¡lalis.105 These obse,,vations suggest that the

SFE of I'IP3SN alloy is lower than our alloy, and suggest a possible ìnfluence

on the stress induced hexagonal transformation.

The aging characteristics of our alìoy in the solid solution condition

have been formal'ly estabìished.9 The major nrecipìtating phase was ortho-

rhombic Ni3Nb with small amounts of Nbc and crrrcu carbides, due to the

presence of C as an impurity. Prior deformation does not alter the type

of precipitate formed but does affect the nucleation and shape of the

orthorhombic precipitate. Etectron microscopy indicated that in the very

early stages of aging, the deformatien twin-matrix ìnterface can act as a

nucleation site for NirNb, supplementing the rate of plate-shaped precipi-

tate formation.

In the literature review, it was shor'rn that the formation of a nucleus

invoìves the summation of three energy terms:

ÂF=-AV+AS+AE

where ¡S is the free energy change with the formation of a new matrix-

precipitate interface; -AV is the free enerq.y change wfth the formation of

a voìume of precipitate (drivinq force); ¡E is the free energy change

associated with strain on formation of precipitate. There is no straÍn

energy associated urith a matrix-twin interface that would aid particìe

nucleation. The volume free enersy is a characteristic of the precipitate

and would be independent of a nucleation site. It is only the surface
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energ.y requirement for nucleation that is reduced b.y taking advantaqe of

the surface associated r,rith a tvrin interface. Fioure 100 shovrs hor+ tiris

would requjre a snaller critìcal ernbryo radius anrl t:rus a rrroAter stab'is-

ticai chance of form'inq. It is interestinq to notr: that as the rrrecinitcrj;e

forms on a tvrjn interface there is a tendency for the trvins to rotate r.riih

respect to each other as in,iicateC jn the cliffraction oattern in Fiqure 76.

0ptical njcrostructural observatìons supnort this contention of pre-

cipitat'ion at mechanical twin interfaces. Aqino of the sol ut'ion treated

and licht'ly deformed rnaterjal results in a cross-hatched oattern of precìp'i-

tates, as precipitation occurs eoLrall.y on all four close-packeC olanes of

the matrix. 0n the other hand, there js an initial preference (10 hr.)

for the precì pi tate to al ì gn v,,ì th defornrati on trv'in str j atì ons i n the mod-

erate ancl heavi I y deformed staie. As tr,¡i nn'ing seems to occur on ore nrajor

{111} p'lane, it is onl.y in the latter staqes of aqinq that a cross-hatched

netrvork of particles is formed. This is stron_oer in the rnoderately de-

formed and aqed structure than 'in the heavi ìy r-le FormecJ, si nce the I atter

is mechanicall.y twinned to a greater extent.

There is no eviclence of coherenc.y between matrix ancl precip'itate, but

their orientation relationshjn is in accordance urith the matchino of their

cl ose -packed p'l anes ; that i s ,

(010) Ni 3Nb / / { 111} FCc

[100] Ni3Nb / / <110> FCC
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No precipítation is observed to nucìeate at dislocation intersections.

It seems that precipitation at deformation twin interfaces is mainly res-

ponsib'le for the rapid rise in peak hardness relative to the soìid solution
condition on aging. It is also expected that diffusion of solute atoms

vlould have been assisted by the increased vacancy concentration in a de-

formed condition.

Recrystallization also influences precipitation. ThÍs is observed

only Ín the heavily deformed condition and begins in the very early stages

of aging. Typical of a relatívely low SFE material, there is little evi-
dence of recovery and subqrain wall formation prior to the onset of recrys-

tallization. Observations show the recr.ystallization front as a moving

nucleation site forthe orthorhombic precipitate in line with concepts

presentcd in the I iterature reviet^r. Such orecioitation is terrned discon-

tinuous and results in spheroidaj-shaned precipitates. p'late-shaned ore-

cipitate at "rahdom" sites ahead of the front is cal'led continuous. The

discontinuous precipitate is not preferentia'lly orientated with respect to
the recrystallized matrix in the wake of the reaction front. After on'ly

20 minutes at 8000 C, their maximum size is 1450 i, wnile nuc'leation of plate
precipitate at twin interfaces is just beginning. The required higher rate

of diffusion is expected with diffusion along high ang'le graÍn boundaries.

Ïhe recrystal'lization front is seen as a destroyer of dislocations, and

acts as a híghway for rapid diffusion, aljowinq a spheroidaì equi'librium

precipitate shape to form befurebeinq neckedoff by the boundary (Fig. 17).

The factor of 20 in the size ranqe of precipitate is probabìy typical of
precipitation in this manner.
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Aging for 100 hr. at 8000 C does not complete the recrystaìlization
process and the graìn boundary front has the appearance of being hetd up

by the continuous precipitation ahead of the reaction front (Fig.g0).

The area of profuse annealing twins in Figure 81 is unusual, in the

sense that one expects and observes such twin orders of magnitude larger

ín optical microstructures. However, this area may represent a method by

which a recrystallization front can move through a network of prior con-

tinuous precipitate" The plate-shaped precipitates in this region have

a spacing of rouohly the same order as the thickness of deformation tlins
(Fig" 83)" It is reasonable to assume that they nucìeated at twin lamellae

interfaces prior to recrystallization. A recrystallized grain growing

into this area would probably be retarded in its n¡ovement as in Figure 80.

However, recr.ystal'lization of the region could occur by orain nucleation

at the surface of the plate-shaped NirNb precipitates. These new grains

should have a strong preference to align into the minimum energy configu-

ration of:

(010) Ni3Nb

[100] Ni3Nb

l'li th grai n growth, the deformati on twi ns woul d, i n effect, recrystal I i ze as

anneaÏing twins. The result of pìate precipitates within annealing twin

boundaries and at ideal orientations would be that shown by Figure 81.

Agino at 8000 c corresponds to the temperature range ,r, , t T3 of
Figure 23, where continuous precipitation affects recrystallization. The

variation of the discontinuous reaction front driving force with time would

be as that depicted in schematic Figure 25d" At t = tp we have p = 0,

and the.reaction stops.

// {111} MATRIX

/ / <110> MATRIX
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Aginq at B50o C compìetel.v recrystallizes the matrix after onì.y ten

hours. Precinitates are in the form of both sDneroìrls anri nlates, but the

latter dominates and rlrovls r.ijth furtilcr aojno. These ol)s,,r,",,1tìons fjt thc

temperature range T1 , T > 1, of [:ìqure 23, r^rhere recrystal I jzaiion -is

comp'lete befor"e cont'inuous preci pì tat'ion has bequn . Tlle orescnce of

spheroìda'l precipìtates inrlicates some discontinuous precìpitation occurrjncr

t^rith recrystal I ization. The dri vì nq force schematic ¡roLrl d be s jrn j I ar to
Figure 25b. Holever, the total force P should contain a contrjbution from

discontinuous preci pìtatìon.

After ten hours aqing, the size of srrheroj,lal nrec'ipjtate at 850o C

was actua'll-v smaì I er than that observed at 8000 C (eOO - i0C0 ; at Bbgo C vs
o

100'3600 A at 8000 C). At the loler temnerature, the reaction front is
sluggish, due to retardinQ force Fr. This lvould al lorv a clisi-rr"onortionate

amount of tirre at hiqh rates of solute diffusion alona the front, resultinq

in larqe discontinuous precinitate. Evidence of tilis can be seen in

Figure 87, vrhere spheroidal precr'pitates are larger jn the vjcinity of

recrystallization front A than in areas away frcm the fron¡ B. This'is

consistent rvjth a probabìy clreater netardjnq force at A than at sorne earlier
history of the front represented by precipjtation in B.

AçlinO at hiqher temperatures tr'ould increase al I rates of diffus'ion

invoìved, but the rates of increase would be qreater for diffusion in-

volved in the discontinuous reaction than for continuous nrecinitation.

Thus a retarclinq force P, would not occur, allovrinq less tinle for dis-

continuous prec'irljtate to fornr. Also the drivino force for precip'itation

would, in cleneral, be 'lorver at a hiqher aoinÇ tenrperature. This rvould
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more than compensate for an. increased rate of solute diffusion, resulting

in less voìume fraction and smaller sized discontinuous precipitate. Also

the formation of rows of spheroidal precipitates, as in Figures 88 and 89,

suggests that along with destro.ying the dislocaticn network, the recrystal-

lization front can also destroy early stages of plate-shaped precipitate

at twin interfaces.

The behaviour of the deformation twins on annealing is typical of that

described Uy Cafrn.103 Isolated twin lame'llae contract, become parallel

sided and blunt ended, and tend to disappear. This was observed in'lightly
deformed and aged material (Fig. 67). Under heavier deformation, the twin

interfaces act as nucleation sites for NirNb precipitate. Impinging twin

lame'llae set up stress concentrations and can give rÍse to recrystallization

nuclei as in Figure 79. This photograph a'lso shows the tendenc.y to acquire

boundaries parallel to the lamellae, also a common annealing behaviour.

The ortho¡hombic precipitate (Ni3Nb) demonstrated an ordered space group

symnetry different from that observed for precipitate of the same stoichi-

ometric compositìon in other alloy systems.l04-111 The X-ray work indicated

some extra reflections, matching with the reflecting conditions of the

standard space group Pmmn, but which were not present in ASTI4 file card

for this precipitate. These extra reflections could not be accounted for

by the other observed precipitates CTZSC' and NbC" At the same time, the

proximity of reflection from the latter at critical angìes rendered it im-

possib'le to cìearly detect another space qroup symmetry for the orthorhombic

preci pi tate.
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l^lith singìe crystal diffraction by electron microscopy, a clearer

definition was oossible. Many of the observed reflections in the diffrac-

tion patterns were due to (210), (120), and (010) planes, which are for-

bidden by space group s.ynrnetry Pmmn (Appendix B). The only other space

group foundinthe orthorhombic system which allowed these reflections and .

consistently accounted for all observed diffraction SADP was space group

Pma2 (Appendix B). This space group also accounted for all the extra

reflections observed in the x-ray powder patterns. Thus the space group

oforthorhombic Ni3Nb precipitate observed in our aì1oy seems to be different

than that observed by Kaufman et aÌ105 in Inconel 718. They concluded

that the structure for Ni3Nb is isomorphous vrith CurTi (orthrhombic space

group Pmmn). However, in their interpretation of Nirl'lb, they did observe

the (120) reflection which is forbidden b..v Pmmn, but permitted by Pma2.

The chanqes in mechanical prooerties with aging of the various deformed

conditions coincides on the r^rhole with the observed changes in microstructure.

The increasinq density of mechanical tr¡rÍns and vacancies with greater degree

of prior deformation is follotr'ed with the generaì tendenc.y of peak strength

occurring at shorter aoing times. The as cold worked microstructure of the

lightìy and moderately deformed specimen is mostly retained with aging up to

100 hours. The relatìveìy flat aging curves of yield and ultimate strengths

and the curves of decreasing eìongation sugoest that precipitation makes a

minor contribution to the overalì strength of the deformed and aged specimens.

This is supported by the observed qeneral decrease in strength and increase

in ductility with recr.ystallization and precipitation occurring in the heavily

deformed condition. This is reasonable since the main precìpitate, Ni3Nb
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identified as the stable

Inconel 7ll.t27 "129 The

matrix and its orthorhombic

overaged equilibrium phase

main strenqthening phase of
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structure has been

in the system of

this superalloy was

identified as metastable NirNb body centered tetrogonal, which was never

observed in our alloy.
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1. The superalloy studied

deformation instead of

which has been observed

CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

this work mechanically twinned.on plastic

martensitic transfnrmation (FCC - CpH)

aìloys of sÍmilar composition.

in

the

in

2. 0n aging, the mechanical twin lamellae act as nucleation sites for

Ni3Nborthorhombic precipitate while the 'lamellae themselves have a

tendency to disappear. In general, continuous precipitation of NirNb

in the annealed and cold vrorked matrix is plate-shaped and preferen-

tially oriented as (010) Ni3Nb // {ttt} FCC Marrix; t1001 Ni3Nb //
<110> FCC Matrix.

3. Partial recrystaìlization of the matrix occurs with a prior coid

rolling of 60% and at an aoing temperature of B00o C. This is accom-

panied by discontinuous precipitation of I'lirNborthorhombic in the shape

of spheroids with no preferred orientation with respect to the re-

crystallized matrìx.

4. Aging at B50o C complete'ly recrystallizes the matrix before continuous

precipitation begins.

Structural analysis of both continuous and discontinuous Ni3Nb ortho-

rhombic precipitate favour a space group symmetrv of pma2, as opposed

to the previous observed syrnmetry of pmmn in other alìoy systems.

0n aging, the mechanical properties change in accordance with micro-

structural transformation. In this superalloy, it appears that precipi-

tation of NitNb offers I ittte improvement of mechanical properties over

5.

6.

an as deformed condition.
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APPENDIX A

A matrix fault structure was observed in the annealed and deformed

conditions and was ultimately identified as entirely a twinning phenomenon.

This conclusion was based on the fo'llowing electron microscopy evidence:

(a) The indexing of selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) from the 
;

fault areas as FCC crystal structure with a lattice parameter iden-

tical with the general matrix.

(b) The observed superposition of matrix and fault diffraction patterns

in a normal twin-matrix relationship.

(c) The demonstration of crystallographic correspondence between an observed

ìndependent FCC diffraction pattern as in (a), with an observed matrix

pattern at some relative tilt, on the assumption of a twin structure.

(d) The demonstration that observed anomalous SADP from fault areas are due

to the thiness of the fault, and the structure most probably being twins.

Trace anaìysis is a techniquel15 .rployed using diffraction patterns in

coniunction with brightfield or darkfield images to establish on which pìanes

of the matrix lattice a structure or fault is associated with. This tied the

observed faults with matrix i111] pìanes in both annealed and deformed

conditions "

The most obvious evidence of a twin structure is that of (b). The

process of twinning is effectively a transformation of a crystal volume from

one orientation to another along a close-packed plane. This has been mathe-

matically expressed by Hirschl16 such that, knowing the twin plane, one can

predict the transform of any crystaìlographic direction or plane of the

origina'l crystal volume to that of the twin volume. The observation of
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superimposed diffraction patterns from one area that includes a suspect

twin band and matrix volume is a direct observation of the resultant trans-

formation. Verifying this by theoretical considerationsl16 u,ould serve:,as

proof of the twinning phenomena-

Several of the superimposed diffraction patterns were observed in the

deformed condition. The most common was the "êlassical" matrix-twin re-

lationship of (110) FCC llatrix // (110) Twin. However, the one discussed

beTow in some detail is the observed (tt+¡ ltatrix // (ttO¡ Twin. This was

found in the cold rolled 5% condition and witl be referred to again in the

discussion of anomaJous diffraction patterns. The brightfield and diffrac-
tion patterns are Fiqures 101 and 1.02. Trace anaìysis established a fault
plane of (111) with a (tt+¡ matrix piane orientation. From Hirschlb *e

have the following reìationships which transform a matrix plane (hkl) to
the equivalent twin plane (hrk'l') for twinning on prane (111):

h'= (-h +2k+21)/3; ¡'= (2h - k+ ZI)/S; I'= (Zh+Zk- t)/3.

This will transform (tt+¡ matrix to (110) twin, thus theoretically pre-

dicting the observation.

Isolated diffraction patterns from the fault areas in the form of

evidence (a) were found occasionaììy in deformed and annealed conditions.

In one case, the pattern'was tied directly and unambiouousìy to twinning

and formed evidence of type (c)" This involved a 60% as cold rol]ed con-

dition with an iso'lated FCC {112} type fault diffraction pattern shown in

Figure 103. l4atrix diffraction patterns of the {210} and {321} type,

shown in Figures 104 and 105, were observed at rotations of 23o and 3Bo

respectr'vely from the fault pattern, about a cornmon tilt axis. Trace
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analysis established the fault plane as (111) for the matrix orientations

of (210) and (321). Then, with the assumption of (1.11) twinning, Hirsch's

re:lationshipsl13 transform the {112} type fault orientation to a matrix

orientation. The theoreticaì angles of this orientation wittr (210) and

(321) should equal the aboserved angles of tilt" However, there are twelve

equivalent {112} type planes. The correct one, obtained by triaì and error,

is (i,t,z) which transforms to (27,g,6)matrix. The ideal angles of 24o and

40o with (210) and (321) respectively compare favourably with observed 23o

and 38o

The fauìt diffraction patterns considered so far were rather of a perfect

nature, where symmetry matched a theoretical FCC structr"..117 However, the

majority of patterns were not of exact FCC symmetry. About twenty types

were observed, haìf of them onìy once. Every attempt was made to attach

these patterns to some consistent crystal structure, especialìy the suspected

CPH martensite. Nothing was found satisfactory and it remained a puzzle-

ment for some time. Finally it was reso'lved that these irreguìar diffraction

patterns were FCC, butdistorted due to the thiness of the twin bands.

Theoretical analyrirll6 shows that dìffraction patterns can be considered

as planes through reciprocal lattice space of a cfystal structure. The

points in this reciprocal space are actuaìly some distribution of electron

diffraction intensity. For crystals in the shape of thin discs or pìates,

this distribution has the character of spikes which are normal to the plates

or discs in real space. When an observed diffraction pattern is the resu'lt

of intersection with inclined diffractìon spikes (ttrat is, plane of disc

or plate crystals inclined to electron beam), the effect of tiltìng is

visualized in Figure 106. A perfectly symmetrical pattern can be distorted
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(a)

reciprocol Iqttice
points

diff roction
spikes

(b)

Fig. 106a Electron diffraction by a thin plate or disc of some crystal
structure results in an electron distribution of intensity about rec'ip-
rocal 'lattice points in the form of spikes. Recorded diffraction patterns
on the film plane result from the intersection of Erwald's sphere, which
can be considered a plane in eìectron diffraction,and the diffraction in-
tensity. In this case, the pattern has the perfect ideal s¡rmmetry for
some plane (hkl ), since the film plane intercepts the intensity distribu-
tion at the ideal reciprocal lattice points.

Fig. 106b rilting by an angle e from (a) gives a diffraction pattern
resuÏting from the intersection of Erwald's sphere and reciprocal spikes
of diffraction intensity. Pattern has a distorted symmetry for pìane (hk'l).
The shift in diffraction spots on the film for a rotation of e is in-
dicated by S.

fitm
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by such a tilt. In the follo'¡rjnq, expressions are derjved r,vhjch qjve thjs

distortion as a translatjon or shift in the djffraction spots on tiltinq.
B.y comparino recorded djffraction patterns at relatjve tjlts wjth theo-

retical ca'lculated shjfts, one can sho',r that ano,:,alous djffract'ion natterns

are due to the thiness of the tvrin bands.

Consjder Fìgure 107, which demonstrates the relationshìp between the

matrix pìane conta'ining the twin (twin p'lane), the p'lane of the photograph.ic

film (fi'lm plane) and its intersection with a d'iffraction spìke (l'ine pS).

The prob'lem is to determine the chanqe in the position of intersection po1nt

Q with a rotation about the tilt axis. The rotat'ion ìs best visualìzed as

a rotation of the twin plane, such that jts normal remains at a fìxed angle o

vrith the tilt axis.

A co-ord jnate s.ysten js chosen r,.rith the x-axjs paral lel to the tili
axis and with the film olane as the x-z pìane. The tw.in p]ane can be

descrihred by the equat'ion:

UX+VY*Wz=0

where u, v, and w are the direction cosines

(x,y,z) are the posjtion co-ordinates of an.y

ferring to Figure 107, the direction cosines

v= cos ß, and tv= cos y. Consicler poìnt p as

co-ordinates are (a,b,c). This now defjnes

equati on :

Ua+Vb+VJC=0

The filnr plane js described by the equation:

Y=0

(1)

of the twin normal ñT, and

point on the twìn p'lane. Re-

are defined by: u= cos e (fixed),

a po'int on the twin pìane whose

the twin plane accordìng to the

(2)

(3)
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The equation of a I ine throuqh P normal to the trv'in plane 'is qiven by:

x-a=y_l=z-c
uvw

urhere (x,y ,z) ì s an.y

be such a oojnt, and

Qy = 0). Ljne PQ is

which yiel ds:

point on that I ine. Consider

rnrhich is also a rroint on the

now defined b.y the equation:

Qx-a=-b=Qz-c
UVÌ¡J

qx=-L9b+¿

qz=-aÞ¡ç

Qy=o

132.

point Q (Qx,Qy,Qz) to

film plane (that 'is,

(5 )

(4)

lle now have a solutjon for the position of point Q jn terms of the position

of point P on the twin plane. Simiìarìy, the position of poínt P jn terms

of Q can be deternl'ined b.y notìng that P (a,b,c) is simultaneous solution

for equations (2) and (4). Th'is yields the fol lor,rinq expressions:

-uQx - wQz
þ=

d-

ú *ú *,VV

** o*

.=Þ[*Q,- v ' \{¿ (6)

Now consider a rotation of the film plane and co-ordinate axes about the

tilt axis (x-axis) by an amount o as shown in Fiqure 108. The posìtion

of any fixed point (x,y,z) will have nel co-ord'inates (x',y',2') w'ith respect

to the new set of axes X', Y'r 7'. For counter-clockw'ise rotation about



P=cps0

0

'a, /+L

FiS. 108 A rotation of
ordinate axes is shown.

old set of axes are:

Y-Z plo ne
o about the tilt axis of
The nel co-ordinates of

Pi=Px
Pi = Py coso + P, sino

Pt = Pz coso - P, sine

133.

the fjlm pìane and co-

po'int P in terms of the

Prsin0

PU cos 0

sin0
_Z+Z

+Y'
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the ti I t axìs , the new co-ordi nates of po'int P can be expressed as :

*t = x
Iy =ycosO+z sjnt'

,'=zcosO-ysjnO
Th'is can be expressed in the form of a transformation matrìx, such that:

x 1 0 0 x' ,

Y 0 cos sin = Y'

z 0 -sin cos z

Appìyìng this transform to Dojnt P with initjal co-ordinates (a,b,c,) we obtain:

a' = a

Iþ = bcos0+csin0
c'=-bsino+ccoso (7)

Similarly, the nel direction cosine of the twin p'lane can be expressed as:

ut = u

V'= VcosO+wSinO

*'=-vsino+wcoso (8)

Note that Q'is not a fixed point but moves with the filnr plane and co-

ordinate axes to a new position of Q'. Thus its new posìtion (qi,qy,ql)
l¡

with respect of the axes X , Y',7' cannot therefore be determined by simple

matrix transform. Instead, as a point on the film plane, its co-ordinate
ll

Qy = 0, and as a point on the normal to the twin plane through P , it satis-

f i es the fo'l I owi ng equati on for P ' Q' ,

^l I I I I

Qx - a' _ -b = Qz - c

u' vt w'

From (7), (B), and (9), we obtain the following expressions for the co-

ordinate of point Q':
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I

Qx=

I

Qz=

-u(bcoso+csjno)
(vcoso+wsino)

(-v sìn r-r- + r/ cos ,') (b cos ', * c sin bsin +ccos
(v sin ( + w sin

-u Qx - r,r Qz
l,Jhere: þ=

c= (10)

Thus for a counter-c'lockr,rise rotation of the film plane (that is,

co-ordjnate axes) or a clockrvise rotation of the iwin p'lane, the new positjon

of a diffractjon spike and film plane.(Qi, Qå) can be determined from the

initial pos'it'ion of this intensection (Qx, Qz) via expressìon (i0) . For

an opposite rotat'ion, the exoression is unchanged. Hovrever, a negative

value of o is used.

The folìowing are examples of how the above expressions were used to

identify curious electron diffraction patterns as thin twjns. Fiqures 109

and 110 are patterns from the as co'ld rolled 5% condition. They are at 23o

relative tilt and of the same fault structure area seen in Figure 101. An

FCC trvin-matrix rejationship of (114) matrix // (tiOl twin has aìready been

shown for Figure 109. . (Figure 109 is the same as Figure 102 onìy at a

different projector lens current.) Figure 110 is not a typical symmetrical

FCC crystaì diffraction pattern and confuses the issue of the crystallo-

graphic nature of the fault" Th'is pattern was more commonlv observed than

any "perfect" symmetrical FCC pattern for similar fault areas in the annealed

state and cleformed conditions of various degrees.

É *ú *,VV

Qxcl-

Qz

bu

-+V

bw

-+V
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0n the assumption of thin twin bands, theoretical calculations can be

made for the shift in position of diffraction pattern spots. By comparing

with observed results, it can be determined if Figure 110 is actually a

distortion of Figure i09 (that is, distorted (ttO) FCC pattern). Analysis

of the'latter estabTishes a matrix FCC (tt+¡ diffraction pattern as the

fnitia'l film plane. The twin p'lane is (111) by trace analysis and similarly,
the tilt axis is in a ¡S,õ,t1 direction. The relationship of this data to
an (x,y,z) co-ordinate system is shown in Figure 111. The z-axis dírection
is determined from the cross-product of the x and y axes. Now the direction
cosines (cos o,cos Brcos y) of the twin plane can be determined.

Figure ll2 is an overlay showing the position of diffraction spots

from the fault area before and after tilting through a clockwise rotation.
Consider the twc initial points P1 and P2. Table I draws a comparlson be-

tween calculated and observed positions (Pi and ni) atter rotation. As

can be seen, there is aslose agreement, a strong argument for the many

anomalous diffraction patterns as characteristic of thin twin bands.

Another example is taken from the 60% as cold rolled condítion, showing

a fault structure in Figure 113. The initia'l film plane (Fig. 114) corres-

ponds to an FCC matrix (2tO) eìectron diffraction pattern and a fault struc-
ture pattern without FCC symmetry. tlith a counter-clockwise titt of 1Bo to

Figure 115, the band diffraction symmetry is that of the former Figure 110

(ttrat is, distorted FCC (110) ). Therefore, the identification of a twin

structure rests on showing that the transformation of Fiqure 114 to Figure

115 is due to the thiness of the twin band.
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Trace ana'lysis establishes the tvrinnìng pìane as (111) and the tjlt
axis as 12,4,I1. From Fìqure 116, the directjon cos-ines of the tv¡jn plane

can be determjned. Fìgure I17 is an overìay shorvjnq thr: observecl spot

shìfts v|ith a tjlt cf 1Bo. For spots P3 and P4, a conìparison is clrawn

between observed and cal cul ated posì t'ions j n Tabl e I . Aqa'in aqreenrent i s

good. ;

From these two examples, the general inference is that distorted FCC

diffraction s¡mmetry accounts for the majority of observed djffract'ion

patterns and results from thin tvrin band structure.
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TABLfT I

INITIAL FILI'I PLANT

Co-ordinates (x-z) axes

R(]TATI ON FlNAL FILi,l PLANE

Co-ordi nates Cal cul ateri0bserved

(x' z' ) axes

Co-ordi nates

z' ) axes

Figure 109

P'* = i6. 5

P I, = -22.0

Pz* =

Pz' =

10. 0

31.0

-230

Fiqure 110 FicJure 110

P1*'

P T,,

P z*'
P 2''

18. 0

-18.0

Pl*' = 77 .7

PIr' = -i8.C

8.0

27 .0

P z*'
P z''

7.9

26.1

Figure 114

P3* =

P3t =

27.0

4.5

P4* = 19.0

P4, = -28.0

+ 1Bo

Fiqure 115 Figure 115

P3t'

P3t'

P4*'

P 4t'

27.0

4.5

P3*'

P 3''

27.2

3.8

1B

-23

0

0

P,x' = 77
+

P 4r' = -23

o
Õ

3
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APPENDIX B

Possible reflections for orthrhombic space groups pmr¡n ancl pmaz:

Prnmn

hkt

0hl

h0l

001

hk0

h00

0k0

No Conditions

hkl

0kl

0l(0

001

hk0

h0l

h00

Pma2

No Conditions

h+k=2n
h=2n

k=2n

þ=

þ=

2n

2n

Fiqures 118 to 121 are SADP of Ni3Nb precinitate. Figures 118 to i20

show the observed reflections (210), (0i0), (120) which are forbidden by

space group Pmmn but are allowed by space group Pma2. Fìgure 121 can be

indexed as either Pnrmn or Pma2. (too¡ js forbiclden by both and js not

present in this pattern.
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